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EXECTIVE SU}INARY 

The auxi1iay vehicle altetnatives analysis was performed to investigate 
the cost-effectiveness of using locomotives with flatcar zs. self- 
propelled vehicles, and the purchasing of rail grinding equipment. vs. 
contracting the work. In performing this analysis, it was necessary to 
investigate all of the various work tasks that will be performed on the 
SCRTD System by auxiliary vehicles. 

Information was available from an analysis by Kaiser Engineers, Baltimore 
that outlined the work functions, methods, and equipment utilized by other 
transit properties. This repoft updates that information and presents the 
basic requirements and costs associated with the various work/maintenance 
functions related to auxiliary vehicles. 

A slnnmary of work functions, preferred methods, and annual costs (where 
applicable) is shown in Table A. An attempt was made to identify all work 
functions that might reqüirë an auxiliary tehicle. In the course of the 
alternatives analysis, it became apparent that an auxiliary vehicle would 
not be required to perform some of the identified work functions. These 
are marked N/A (not applicable) in Table A.. A partial listing of available 
eqtiipment with specifications and associated costs is shown in this report 
(See Appendix C). 

It can be concluded from this analysis that it would be less costly to 
purchase a locomotive and flatcars rather than self-propelled vehicles and 
that it would be less costly to contract out the work of grinding the rails 
rather than purchase rail grinding equipment. Specially designed 
self-propelled vehicles are very expensive due to the one-time engineering 
costs associated with only one vehicle. There is a less significant cost 
difference between contracting vs. purchase of rail grinding equipment. 
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Table A 

WORX FUNCTION SUMMARY 

Function Preferred Method Annual Cost 

1. Tunnel cleaningiintenance Wash/vacuum train or hi-rail 53,520 

2. Station cleaning Local equipment N/A 

3. Rerailing track Self-propelled work car/flatcar 13,890 

4.- RerailiTig vehicles Portable hydraulic equipment 4,930 

5. Trash collection Via stteet through stations N/A 

6. Emergency water pumping Rental/contract equipment N/A 

7. Rail grinding Contract 15,625 

8. Ultrasonic inspection Contract 165/mile 

9. Vehicle towing Small locomotive/work car * 

10. Yard/shop moves Car mover 26,950 

11. Misc. yard maintenance Multipurpose crane/loader 19,880 

12. Substation/electrification Street and rail equipment N/A 

13. Cash collection Street or rail N/A 

*Covered undet rerailin track and yard/shop moves. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

In WBS element 14CAEI3, Kaiser Engineers' task was to develop 
information on the auxiliary vehicle alternatives and, where 
possible, make appropriate choices among the alternatives. KE was 
to analyze only those Items that would have a major ipact on the 
Metro Rail system. 

Kaiser Engineers prepared a list of candidate design alternatives 
based upon SCRTD's list of Metro Rail Project Major Alternatives. 
This list was p±esented and discussed tith the Metro Rail Project 
staff at a meeting on March 3, 1982. At that time the following 
two items were selected for auxiliary vehicle analysis studies: 

gp 
o Self-ptopelled 'iehicle vs. lOootnotive with unpowered vehicle 

for service and maiütenance 

oPurchased vs. leased rail grinding and track alignment 
equipment 

1.2 PURPOSE/OBJECTIVES 

Kaiser Engineers' primary task was to support the District in 
establishing the auxiliary vehicle subsystem information for 
comparing alternatives. XE was also to develop the preliminaxy 
information in sufficient detail to enable the District to make the 
most beneficial selections frOm the alternatives. 

1.3 SCOPE 

The preliminary auxiliary vehicle design criteria, furnished by the 
District and critiqued by Kaiser Engineers in WBS 13CAEI3, outlined 
certain maintenance functions. Section 2.3 of Chapter 2 lists all 
tiese functions that see as a basis for this rEpOrt. 
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l.4 METHODOLOGY 

Prior to the collection of data for the perfornance of WBS 1bCAE13, 
the alternatives to be considered were discussed with the Metro 
Bail Project staff. In addition, the 141W staff determined a set of 
critical evaluation factors and economic parameters to be used in 
the analyses. &ch alternative s to be evaluated on an annual 
cpst basis, with consideration given to cost of procurement 
(dapital cost), operating costs, and naintenance of equisneñt 
costs. In addition, the availability of the equipment and the 
technical risk involved in its usage were to be considered. 

1J4.l Design Assmptions 

To determine the equiprnt operating and naintenance. costs on a 
reasonable basis, design assumptions were nade with regard to 
equiprtnt usage based on the SCRTD pre1iminarr auxilia±y tehicle 
criteria, the pPelimitaiy operating plan, and the preliminary draft 
functiohal plan for yards and shops. Assumptions for usage 
frequency and duration of each function were based on the 
traintenance policies of other transit properties operating similar 
systems., 

A. General dritefia. The following are the general criteria for 
the déign of all auxiliary vehicles: 

. 
o Dimensions should not exceed passenger vehicle clearance 

diagram 

o Track gauge of L' 8 1/2" 

o Track wheel base of 7' 6" 

o kimun speed of 70 mph 

o Withstand buff load (static compressive end load) of 200,000 
lb 

o Utilize full width anti,climhers 

o Be equipped with two four-wheeled trucks 

o Utilize couplers to xthtch passenger vehicle 

o Be provided with Autonntic Train Protection functions 
including overspeed protection 

o Be provided with radio communications as in all 
fiassenger vehicles 

o Be designed for 30-year life 



B. Design Assumptions. Criteria for specific auxiliary vehicles 
considered for the maintenance functidns in this study are as 
follows: 

o Crane car 
- electrically propelled standard flatcar 
- 4 to 16 feet boom extension 
- 5000-lb lifting capacity 
- remote control by Umbilical cord 

o Train jacking car 

apparaus to rerail empty passenger vehicle 
- self-propelled diesel capable of towing one passenger vehicle 

o Tunnel/station maintenance car 
self-propelled diesel 

- wash equipment with brushes 
- tanks with 18.6 ml cleaning capacity 
- vacuum system for dust and debris in tunnel 
- man-lift device for relamping light fixtures 
- compressor for aeration and pneumatic tools 

o Trash collection vehicle 
- electrically self propelled 
- trash compactor with dump capabilit5' 

1.4.2 Vendbts, Users, and Associates 

Technical, cost, and performanee data were obtained from e4uipment 
suppliers, maintenance taff with existing transit systems, and 
engineering associates in the rail transit and railroad fields 
(See Appendix A). 

1.4.3 Cost Evaluations 

Where applicable, all analyses considered capital costs, annualized 
capital costs (based on 32 years at 12% interest), operating costs, 
and equiptnent maintenance costs. All cost values are given itt 1982 
dollars. 
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Chapter 2 

AUXILIARY VEHICLE ANALYSES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this work task was to dèveldp, analyze and evaluate 
information on auxiliary vehicles including maintenance and failure 
recovery equipment. The etalüations will indicate the cost 
effectiveness and pràcticalitv of possible equipment usage on the 
SCRTD Metro Rail System. 

2.2 METHODOLOGY 

A similar analysis and researh task was conducted by ICE Baltimore 
in 1978. Results of the effort were not published as a public 
document, but were available in the ICE files and are included here 
(See Appendix B). the Baltimore investigation studied the func- 
tions to be performed by auxiliary vehicles, how other transit 
properties accomplished the functions, and what equipment was 
generally available. Data from the following nine transit 
properties were considered in the study: MARTA, WMATA, BART, 
PATCO, TTC, MBTA, CTA, SEPTA, and NYCTA. 

Based on the directive that Metro Rail will use only proven, 
available equipment wherever possible, the District-prepared 
preliminary auxiliary vehicle criteria were compated to the 
material produced in the 1978 Baltimore study. The comparison 
indicated that proven equipment capable of complying fully with the 
criteria listed in Chapter 1 (Section 1.4.1) is not available in 
some cases. This may indicate that some criteria may have to be 
changed, or that additioüal information should be added.. For the 
purposes of this study, the decision was made to present material 
in this report on the basis of each work function to be performed 
and the possible methods and equipment available for accomplisjiing 
that particular function. 

2.3 SCOPE 

Consideration is given in each case to the use of self-propelled 
vehicles, locomotives, flatcars, and contractor-performed tasks. 
The followi?g 1o& functions form the basis for this report: 



o Tunnel cleaning and. maintenance 

o Station cleaning and maintenance 

o Rerailing ttadk 

o Retailing passenger vehicle 

o trash collection 

o Emergency water pumping 

o Rail grinding 

o Ultrasonic inspecting of rail 

o Towing of maintenance and transit vehicles 

o Miscellaneous yard maintenance 

o Electrification/substation maintenance 

o Cool co1lectin 

In most cases, capital costs can be compared for the 
alternatives. With many variables and unknowns at this stage of 
systei design; the operating and equipment maintenance costs can 
only be roughly estimated. Assumptions cEn be de for many work 
functions with regard to labor and frequency of operation, but 
predictions as to frequency of derailments, replacement of track, 
switch alignment, tirnel lighting maintenance, and maintenance of 
wayside signal equipment cannot be made at this time. The lack of 
these assumptions do not af-fect. the analysis. 

2.4. RESULTS 

The followir paragraphs discuss the basic work functions as 
outlined in the SCRTP auxiliar5' vehicle criteria. Estimated 
capital costs shown do not include the cost of automatic train 
protection (Afl)., communications, or transit-type couplers.. 

2.4.1 Tunnel Cleanthg and Maintenaifte 

Of the nine properties surveyed, eight performed periodic wash! 
vacuum maintenance of tunnels (See Appendix B).. All eight 
performed the work inhouse with various types of equipment, 
ranging from in-house-built manual devices to high-pressure 
water/detergent/vacuum apparatus (used by BART and MARTA). 
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The BART equipment is a special design utilizing high-pressure 
water spray, nonfoaming detergent, 2500 gallon water capacity and a 
12 cubic yard vacuum mounted on a 2 1/2 ton Ford truck. The water 
tank capacity enables approximately 1000 feet of tunnel to be 
cleaned. The MARTA unit is simillar exóept it is tho'inte3 on a rail 
flatcar. The MARTA wash/vacuum unit was designed and furnished in 
1981 at a cost of $300,000. 

C 

Assuming the use of equipment similar to that used b' MARTA and a 

cleaning frequency of six months, the annual cost of tunnel 
wash/vacuum is $53,520, as shown on Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 

TUNNEL CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE COST ANALYSIS 

Critical Area Cost 

Capital Cost $300,000 

Operating Cost (annual) 

a) labor @ $19.30/hr x 790 mannhours 15285 
b) fuel cost (2 engines @ 200 hrs each) 
c) water cost (445,000 gal) 445 

Total Operating Cost $ 16,065 

Maintenance Cost (annual) 
a) clean filters (each 6 months) 160 
b) engine maintenance 160 
c) material (filter,oil,etc.) 150 

Total Maintenance cost $ 470 

Total Operating and Maintenance Cost 16,535 

Annualized Capital Cost 36.985 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST (1982 dollars) $S3rS2O 

Wash/vacuum equipment of this type has been widel' used by the 
construction, municipal maintenance, railroad, and other in- 
dustries. The technical risk should he minimal and the equipment 
is readily available. 
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2.14.2 Station Cleaning and Maintenance 

Except for trash collection (paragraph 2.14.5), almost all properties 
gaintain stations on an individual or group basis, utilizing 
equipment either stored in the station (scrubbers, mops, etc.) or 
transported from station to station via street vehicles. Occasional 
nñintenance such as ll and ceiling 'ashing, rainting, or rrajor 
reç*tirs is general],y more cost effective when contracted. For the 
above reasons, no foreseeable requirements exist for providing 
auxiliary vehicles for the purpose of station raintenance. 

2.14.3 Rerailing Track 

Replacement of rail sections and special trackwork requires the use 
of a flatcar for transporting naterial, a crane for handling the 
rzaterial, and a prime mover to move the work train to the work 
location. The prime mover/crane combination is availahle in at 
least three different configurations: 

(i) Locomotive with crane mounted on a flatcar 

(2) Strall locomotive/work car with integral mounted crane 

(3) Self-propelled crane cable of towing a naterial car 

Flexibility and the possibility of utilizing the equipment for 
other functions must be considered in rinking a final purchase 
decision. The frequency of rail and trackwork replacement, as well 
as the required crew size, is not known at this time. For this 
reason, only capital costs are shown on Table 2-2. 



LA 
Table 2-2 

CAPITAL COST OF TRACK RERAILINC EQUIPMENT 

(1) (2) (3) 

Locomotive Self-Propelled Self-Propelled 
Work Car Crane 

50-Ton locomotive 400,000 

Self -propelled sork car 200,000 

Self-propelled crane 175,000 
Flatcar(s) 50,Q010 25,000 25,000 
Crane 21,000 .21,0.00 

Total Capital Costs $471,000 $246000 $200,000 

Annualized Capital Costs $ 58,065 $ 30,325 $ .24,655 

A. Costs Equipment data arC shotni in Appendix B. For this 
analysis, the assumed equipment is a locomotive similar to the 
Plymouth CR-B 50 ton; the self-propelled work car is similar to the 
Plasser PMC 30; and the self-propelled crane is similar to the 
Pettjbone 40 LPC-SC. Flatcar (50 feet) cost is estimated to be 
$25,000; a crane with approximately 7500-lb lift capaoity, suitable 
for installation on a flatcat or work car, is estimated to cost 
$21, 0.00. 

The Table 2-2 shows a cost advantage for configuration (3), the 
self-propelled crane. If, however, equipment utilization is 
considered, and rerai-Ling track is assumed to use only one-third of 
the available time for the locomotive and work car, the annualized 
capital cost becomes $25,190 for configuration (1), $13,890 for 
configuration (2) and remains at $24,655. for configuration (3). 
This indicates a cost advantage f6t the self-propelled wofl car (2) 
with attached crane. Although it is difficult to place dollar 
values on flexibility and versatility? the self-propelled workcar 
(which is essentially a small locomotive) rates very high.. 

B. Availability and technical risk. All of the equipment considered 
for rail replacement is teadily available at this time and can exhibit 
a proven successful history. 

The use of dual purpose hi-rail (highway and nil) vehicles 
(configuration [2]) has become more popular in recent years with 
railroads and the newer transit properties. In many cases, the cost 
of hi-rail vehicles is less than a vehicle designed for rail use only. 
The safety related requirement that calls for detection of vehicle 
equipment on the rail by Automatic Ttain Control is not as easy to 
obtain with the use of hi-rail vehicles, but is possible with the 
addition of reasonably low-cost devices. A major accident on the BART 
System involting a hi-rail maintenance vehicle resulted in 
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modifications to all of their hi-rail equipment to enable detection 
and provide the necessary safety. The modification involved the 
installation of equipment, that transmits a jamming signal into the 

running rail to insure reliable detection. To date, the method has 
been satisfactory and reliable. 

2.44 Rerailing Passenger Vehicle 

To replace .a derailed passenger vehicle, which has not been 
extensively damaged, on the running rails, generally requires only 
portable hydráülic equipment. Equipment is available with vertical 
jacking and t±avers.e motion in excess of that required for 
rerailing an 80,000-lb transit. vehicle. The equipment is portable, 
includes the necessary hydraulic pump and controls, and can be 
transported to the work area on a small hi-rail vehicle or a work 
car (configutation (2) described in paragraph 2.4.3 above). Cost 
of a complete unit, as furnished by Simplex is estimated to be 
$20,000 In 1982. dollars (See Appendix C). Life of the equipment is 
estimated to be 15 years. The annualized capital cost for 
equipment to perfo this function is estimated to be $4,930. 

Once the passenger vehicle has been replaced on the rail, towing 
can be accomplished by other passenger vehicles or a small 
locomotive or work car. Since this 'is equipment utilized on an 
infrequent basis and shared with other functions, no cost for 
towing is assigned to the function of retailing passenger vehicles. 

2.4.5 Trash Collection 

4$ The survey indicated that most properties collect and rove trash 
using their own in-house personnel (See Appendix B). Of the nine 
prdperties surveyed, four removed trash from stations via surface 
vehicles, three utilized rail vehicles, and two employed a 
combination of both methods. Only two properties used a designated 
trash collection car. 

A. 'Method. The method employed for collection of trash seems to 
depend largely on station access. The newer properties with 
elevator Street access prefer Street collection; older properties. 
have no choice but to haul trash by rail to a central collect-ion 
point. Adequate enforcement of "no food or driir rules on 
platfoSs and within paid areas and vehicles will minimize the 
amount of trash and confine it to the station entrance areas.. 
Newspapers and miscellaneous items dropped on-board the trains will 
beremoved by car cleaners in the yard and disposed of at that- 

location. 

B. Mainline access. The complexity and sophistication level of 
the Metro Rail system will require proper, and perhaps frequent, 
maintehance of track and tayside equipment to provide the planned 
levels of comfort, teliabilitr, and service. Mainline access tithe 
for maintenance is very limited. Scheduling of maintenance 
functions that must be performed on the mainline during off_hours 

is an ongoing problem for all transit properties. The addition of 
one more daily function, trash collection by rail, may possibly be 
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detrimetal to. the overall maintenance prograw.. For the above 
reasons, it is recommended that trash collectiorn for the starter 
line be accomplished through stations from the surface, by either 
in-house or contracted personnel. 

2.4.6 Emergency Water Punipiñg 

It is: assumed that tunnel and station designs. will include pumps 
with pumping capacity adequate for normal drainage. Sump pumps are 
usually monitored to detect failures in sufficient time to all 
for repair or replacement of pumps prior to a flood condition. In 
the event of a water main failure or a natural. thsaster which could 
cause e*cessive water collection, and complete citility power 
outage, high capacity auxiliary pumping equiment may be required. 
The equipment would include a diesel-powered pump, hose and powered 
reel mounted on a flatcar bed to be moved to tmte work site by 
locomotive or work car. The cast analysis indicates a capital cost 
of approximately $156,000 (See Appendix C). Anualized cost, 
assuming $500/year maintenance, becomes apprdximnately $20,000. 

2.4.7 Rail Grinding 

Periodic grinding is required for maintaining proper railhea4 
profile and removing rail-wear corrugations. tt is customary for 
the original track contractor to initially griia all rail to a 
desired p±ofile and finish. The initial grittd twill generally 
suffice for the first two to three years of syeth operation. 
After that, most. properties grind the running ils annually. 

Of the nine properities sutveyed , three contrated for rail 
grinding, five performed the function in-houses and one did not 
require rails to be ground (See Appendix B). ose that grind 
tails in-house generally üsê qU1pment mounted on old transit or 
street cars. Indications from three railroads (Southern Pacific, 
Santa Fe, and Union Pacific), and one railroadl equipment. rental 
company were that they would not consider contracting or leasi 
their rail guinding equipment (See Appendix E) - Further 
investigation found two contractors (A.t. Bruno and Speno Rail 
Services) actively engaged .in the rail grindir lbusinesw. 

A. Cost. Cost data on large grinding equipmemt was not available 
at this time. Data was available, however, on a small unit that is 
designed for future expansion (See Appendix E)- The small unit is 
not self-propelled, but does include the necessary generator for 
grinder-motor power; it is estimated to cost $125,000. Operating 
cost is based on one complete grind (2 passes) per year, 36 miles 
of track, and 96 manhours. Fuel cost includes: that of the 
locomotive or work car used to propel the grinding equipment (See 
Appendix F). 
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Table 23 

RAIL GRINDING EQUIPMENT COST ANALYSIS 

Critical Area Iñ-hóuse Contracted 

Capital Cost $125,000 

Operating Costs (annual) 

a) contractor 15,000 
b) labor (96 manhours) 1,850 
c) fuel 625 625 

Total Operating Costs $ 2,475 $15,625 

Maintenance Costs (annual) 

a) labor 155 
b) material 1,500 

Total Malt tenance Costs $ 1,655 $15,625 

Total Operating & Maintenance Costs 4,130 15,625 
Annualized Capital Costs 15,410 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST $ 19,540 $15,625 

Table 2-3 indicates a definite 
until such time as the line is 
the contractor's current price 
rate of 1.5 mph for two passes 
additional equipment purchase) 
miles. 

advantage for contracted grinding 
extended beyond the 18.6 miles. At 
of $300 per hour, and grinding at the 
the break-even point (without 

is for a line-length of about 30 

B. Availability and technical risk. Rail grinding equipment is 
currént1y being mahufäctured, although usually to special design, and 
is in use throughout Europe and North America. Availability should 
he go.o4 for equipment purchase, hut marginal if contracted. 
Technical risk should be minimal in either case. 

2.4.8 Ultrasonic Inspection 

All transit properities that ultrasonically inspect track do so on a 
contractual basis with Sperry Rail Service Division, the nianufacturer 
of the equipment. The annual cost estimate is $165/mile (See Appendix 
E).. 
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2.4.9 Towing of Maintenance and Transit Vehicles 

Towing of nonpowered naintenance vehicles and removal of disabled 
transit vehicles from arrj point on the na-inline will require a 
diesel-powered locomotive or work car. Locomotite size will depend 
on the weight of the tow-load, and locomotive nanufacturers' catalog 
data indicate that a 25-ton hydraulic locomotive will tow two 
80,000-lb vehicles up a 4% grade. 

Availability of diesel hydraulic locomotives is esently very good; 
diesel electric locornotites in the snaller sizes (under Go tons) are 
available from only one source (GE). All-electric work cars! 
locomotives are also not generally available. A sunrarr of various 
types and sizes of self-propelled vehicles is provided (See Appendix 
D). 

2.4.10 Yard Moves of Disabled senget Vehicles 

Moving disabled passenger vehicles between the storage yard and shop 
areas requires a versatile vehicle. Properties that use locomotives 
for this function complain of restricted visibility, rStricted track 
access, an cumbersome operation. A snall on-off rail car-mover type. 
vehicle, similiar to the Pettibone 250 or the Whiting Tracknohile is 

recomrtnded for this task because of flexibility. Car-'mover capital 
cost is estinsted to be $82,500, and equipment life is estinated to 
be 15 years. Operating and naintenance costs shown on Table 2-4 are 
based on running tine of 6 hours per day and naintenance servicing 
twice a year. Operating cost does not include labor, thich will be 
performed hy a iraintenance shop worker. Equipment capable of 
performing the yard move function is proven in use and readily 
ava ilable. 

Table 2-14 

CAR MOYER COST ANALYSIS 

Critical Area Cost 

CaDitXlCost $165,000 
a) 2cèis e $82,500 

Operating Cost $ 6,280 
a) fuel 
Maintenance 
a) labor 310 

b) naterial l0& 
Total Maintenance CQsts $ .41O 

Total Operating & Maintenance Costs 6,690 

Annualized Capital Cost . 20,260 

$ 26,950 TOTAL ANNUAL COST 
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2.4.11 Miscellaneous Yard Maintenace 

Many miscellaneous maintenance functions will require the use of a , multipurpose vehicle with crane, clamshell, rail handling equipment, 
winch, etc, similar to the Pettibone 441 B Speed Swing. Capital cost 
of the unit is $107,500 and estimated life is 20 years. Operating and 
maintenance costs, which depend on usage, cannot be determined at this 
time. Annualized capital costs are estimated to be $19,880. 

2.4.12 Electrification/Substation Maintenance 

Routine maintenance of all electrical facility equipment (except third 
rail) will likely be performed on a regular work shift schedule; rail 
access and special rail equipment will probably not be needed. Third 
rail teplacetnent/repair and substation heavy equipment replacement 
will require rail access and a flatcar or self-propelled work car with 
crane. Since the equipment will be used on a shared basis, and is 
covered elsewhere in this report, this function is mentioned only for 
future reference. 

2.4.13 Cash Collection 

For purposes of work task inclusion, money collection and transpor- 
tat-ion of collected funds is also mentioned here. Whether transported 
via street or rail, no special vehicle is required to accomplish the 
task. If rail transport is chosen and revenue passenger vehicles are 
utilized, special cash-handling equipment designed for train accesè 
and load distribution wi-il be required. No cost analysis is shown for 
this function at this time. 

2.5 CONCLUSION AND RECO}4ENDATIONS 

Self-propelled auxiliary vehicles of the type initially required by 
the design criteria ould be versr expensive due to the engineering 
cost associated with the purchase- of only one unit. The work. 
functions identified in this analysis that would have been performed 
by self-propelled vehicles-, can be performed by a locomotive and 
flatcars-. Self--propelled tehicles of the type reqñired by the 
criteria are not to be confused with the self-propelled hi-rail type 
vehicles. The self-propelled type are electrically propelled in a 
manner similar to the transit vehicles while the hi-rail type are. 
powe-red by diesel engines. Hi-rail vehicles may be substituted for a 
locothotive for various work functions as identified throughout this 
anal-ysi s. 

For the function of rail grinding, Section 2.4.7 provides a cost 
analysis on the two basic alternative-s of contracting the work or 
purchasing the tail grinding equipment. The results show t1t it is 
less expensive by about $4,000 per year to contract the work. 

Based on the rCs1zltS of this analysis, it is recommended that a 
locomotive and at least two flatcars be purchased and that the design 
and purchase of unique electrically self-propelled vehicles no longer 
be consideted. It is also recomnded that the function of rail 
grinding be contracted. If extensions or additional lines ate built, 
the advantage of purchasing rail grinding equipment may be realized 
and therefore this recommendation should be re-analyzed at that time. 
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I. BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Kaiser Enginee±'s 

SCRTD Metro Pail 

II. SOURCES 

VENDORS 

Appendix A 

BIBLIOGRAPHY SOURCES - ACRONYMS 

The Work Train Thsk and Equipment. Analysis, 
December 197ö. 

Design Criteria, Section VI, Auxilairy Vehicles 

Preliminary Operating Plan, January 1982. 

Preliminary Draft Functional Plan for Yards & 
Shops, 1 1982. 

Anbel Corp: Ken Nichols 
ATE Associates: A.T. Bruno 
Burro Crane, Inc.: Chuck Edrds 
General Eledtric: Bill Sinc3air, Sam Dunham 
McCormick Morn, Inc.: Andrew Garcia 
Pettibone Corp.: R.P. Cardew, N.P. Frazzini, 
Plasser American Corp.: Gerhard Polterauer 
Plynuth Lotomotive Works: Bill Ross 
Sinkins Co, Inc.: J.E. Simkins, Jr. 
Sperm Pail Services, Inc.: Bob ltlter 
Tamper Corp.: Jim O'Neal 
Whiting Corp.: Carl Kempe 
Sperry Pail Service: lhn Mc Coy 
Allis Chalrtns: Ken Rush 

Goodall Rubber Hose: G. Kereska 

USERS: 

R.L. Itter 

BARr: JP Van Overveen, A. Gieda, Chuck Pelton 
MBrA: Ed Neeco 

ASSOCIATES: 

Paltisnore:: Scott Rodda, A. Virginkar 
ICE Boston: Ward Kingnn. 
ICE Houston: R. }t,'pinski 
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111. ACRONYMS 

BAfl Bay Area Rapid Transit District, San Fráncico 
CTA Chicago Transit Authority 

- Kaiser Engineers 
MARIA - Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority 
MPIA - Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 
NYCTA - New York City Transit Authority 
PATCO - Port Authority Transit Corporation 
SCRID - Southern California Rapid Transit District 
SEPIA - Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority 
'PTA - Toronto Transit Commission 
WMATA - Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 
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. 1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND: 

in a work statement presented in January '78, the General Consultant 

described the services to be performed for the Work Train Procurement 

Contract No. XO-l6-02.. This report constitutes the research phase and 

is patterned after the outline of subjects contained In the scope. 

The objective of this document Is to evaluate the work train equipment 
requirements through data collection and analyis, and to form the basis 
for preparation of necessary procurement documents. 

The work train procurement Is very closely associated with other facets 

of the BRRT project such as trackwork requirements, structural parameters, 

maintenance, and operations plans and so on. After discussions with these 

other project groups, formulation of certain assumptions appeared im- 

perative for a more concise and clearer conceptualizing of the tasks. 

These assumptions, therefore, serve as principal guidelines in the entire. 

evaulation process. 

1.2 THE REPORT: 

This report consists of the following major parts: 

The sumary and recommendations are discussed in Section 2.. 

Section 3 presents analysis of various work train related tasks and 

clo,nceptualizatiorl of BRRT system applicable tasks. 

Sections 4 & 5 reflect the preliminary maintenance equipment ahd special 

features analysis and lnitiai, results of the equipment selection process 

designed to meet the above stated objectives. 

Section 6 highlights comparison of various operating properties while 

Section 7 discusses budgetory cost data for the recontnended equipment. 

Lastly, analysis supportive data is attached in appendices. 



2.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 SUN?tARY.. 

A. The analysis effort consisted of discussions held with involved 
DMJM/KE project groups, particularly the Trackwork department, 
to gain an understanding of the track: and way maintenance equip- 
ment requirements. Further, data obtained fr6m other transit 
systems pertaining to their equipment Inventory and usage was 
used in the analysis. 

B. Data collection effort consisted of contacts with representative: 

suppliers of rapid transit and railroad meintenance equipment for 
the purpose of: 

1. deterininthg equipment available in the marketplace; 

2. determining which items will interface with the BRRT system, 
as it is presently developed, through the task analysi; and 

3. obtaining an estimated cost of each item which appears to be 

needed to service the system, 

2.2 RECOMMENDTJONS 

A. Analysis of the work train related tasks concluded that the tasks 

listed below will require purthase of one or more items of the 

Wotk train equipment: 

Task. 

1. Track & way maintenance 

2. Maintenance vehicle & transit 

vehicle hauling 

3. Snow removal 

4. subway vacuuming 

. 

Equipment Required, 

medium/heavy duty crane., push 

truck(s), flat car(s), locomotive 

1 Ocomoti ye 

snow plow mounted at F-end of 
1ocothoti'e & transit vehicle(s) 

vacuum cleaner thoUnted on a 

flat car. 



B. Other tasks are assumed to have been contracted and are as listed 
below: 

1. Trash collection and remoVal fPom stations via 

surface; 

2. snOw ttmoval from station platforms; 

3. cleaning of parking lot areas, and landscapes; 

4. tunnel walls cleaning including those exposed to 

public view; 

5.. periodic ultrasonic testing of rail joints, switches 

etc.; and 

6. periodic rail grinding. 

C. Based on the equipment analysis, the following items are recommended 

for procutement: 

1. Two general purpose flat cars. 

2. One on-off track self propelled crane and associated accessories. 

3. Ore diesel hydraulic locdmotie. 

4. Snow plows. 

5. Vacuum cleaners. 

D. Crane, locomotive and flat cars are recommended to be equipped with 

the transit vehicle type coupler and a trainlined brake pipe air 

connection. Further,' the locomotive and the crane should be equipped 
with two way radio system identical to transit vehicles. In addition, 

the locomotive should be provided with cab Signalling capability 

without overspeed protection. 

E. Quantities of the snow plows and the vacuum cleaners will be deter- 

mined and procured under Maintenance equipment Proclurement Contract 
No. XO-l6-03. 

F. While it is realized that many Items of equipment are available in 

the used equipment market, the same are not considered in the analysis 

due to problem history associated with the secondhand equipment 
perfOrmance and also based on the unfavorable usage experience of 

other properties. It might be necessary, however, to procure rebuilt 

flat cars because of the fact that most suppliers have a.massed 
backlogs On future orders and are not Interested In small orders. 



3.0 TYPICAL WORK WIN TASKS 

.3.1 GENERAL: 

Work train is primarily a combination of one or more equipment items 
operating on rail and engaged in maintenance or maintenanäe support 
activities of the transit system operations. 

A rail inspection car with rail wear and rail fault detection equipent, 
for example, is a work train involved in preventive maintenance. A 

revenue train tarrying station cleaning crew and their equipment at. a 

predetermined frequency is also a work train engaged in maintenance 
support activity. Theise and other examples of work train functions are 

grouped under five major tasks. Analysis based on each task description 
and underlying assumptions., will then lead to identification of specific 
equipment neleds in the work train pcurCment. 

3.2 TASKS AND THEIR DESCRIPTION: 

Maintenance and maintenance support tasks which may require possible work 
train involvement can be grouped under the following major headings: 

A. Trash collection and removal. 

B.. Track and way maintenance. 

C. Maintenance vehicle and transit vehicle hauling. 

0. .Sn6w removal. 

E. Subway vacuuming and cleaning. 

A brief description of each task is given below as a prelude to determine. 

its contribution to the work train equipment procurement. 

Trash collection and remOval will be necessary in parking lots., free & 

paid areas of stations, landscaped areas, Northwest Shop and 0CC building. 

Track and Way maintenance will include periodic inspection, repair/replace- 

ment, maintenance of rail, contact rail, ties, joints, crossovers, 

switches, etc. 

Haulage will Involve non-powered maintenance. vehic1e to. their work 

destinations. Similarly, transit vehicles will have, to be hauled in the 
absence of the third rail power. 

. 



Snow accumulation will have to be cleared from station platfanns, parking 
lots, mainline track and yatd areas. 

Dirt, dust and trash accumulation under platforms, in the tuilnels and on 
aerial structures will require periodic Vacuuming. In addition, dust 
accurnuhtion on tunnel wall.s from revenue service and work train 
operatiOflls will need washing. 

3.3 ASSUMPTIONS IN TI1 TASK ANALYSIS: 

The task analysts and the recommendations In the succeeding articles 
use the) following assumptions: 

A. Trash colleëtion and removal will be contracted. 

B. Trash from the stations will be carried to the outside via elevators. 

C. Snow removal from the station platforms will be contracted. 

0. Parking lot area cleaning will be contracted to keep them free of 
snow accumulation using rubber tiPed vehicles with snow removal 
attachments. 

E.. Tunnel wails including those exposed to public view will be cleaned 
at least annually using the services of a contracted agency. 

F. Work train vehicles will not be leased to other railroads, and, as 
a rule, they will not opePate outside BRRT systEm limits. 

6. Revenue trains, as a general practice, will not carry work tPain 
related equipment or transport work train task personnel. 

H. Periodic ultrasonic testing of rail joints, switches, etc. and 
periodic maintenance activities such as rail grinding, alignment, 
etc. will be contracted. 

I. Delivery of maintenance material such as)) ballast, ties, etc., to 
the Administration property will be handled by the rubber tired 
vehicles. 

J. Third rail power outage on the main line and/or in yard will occur. 

K. Portions of subway route will experience flooded conditions with 

up to four feet of water. 

1. Fifteen Inches of Snowfall in 24 hours is expected during winter 

season. 
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34 ANALYSIS: 

A. Trash Collection & Removal: Based on the assumptions stated in thE 
previous article, the contracted agency will collect and remove 

trash from stations, parking los, Northwest Shop and 0CC building. 
Elevators will facilitate trash removal from stations to the out- 
side. Adequate graphics representation to prohibit food or drinlçs 
in the vehicles, its strict enforcement by the security personnel 
and prosecution of the violators is expected to keep the trash 
generation to a minimum. This alternative allows after revenue 
sér'vlce track testing and maintenance work to be free from 
possible disruption due to trash collection car movements. 

B. Track 8 Way maintenance: Track maintenance tasks and equipment 
requirtnents are, adequately covered under two separate procurements: 
Procurement of maintenance equipment, contract No. XO-l6-03 and 
rubber tired maintenance equipment clontract No. XO-16-04. The work. 

train equipment, however, must extend an added flexibility by 

supplementing the rubber tired maintenance equipment effort, 
wherever such equipment is deficient in capacit9 and performance. 

Specifically, the work train equipment will require bulk material, 
ininobile equipment and emergencies handling capability. A few of 

the major work train related track maintenance supportive tasks 

are listed below: 

- rail laying 
- loading and transportation of tie. plates, rail joints, 

scrap metal, ballast, etc. 
- moving complete panel track sections 
- rerailing of derailed revenue cars. 

A study of these applications reveals the requirement of a medium 

to heavy dut-$' crane. to lift the rails, track sections, etc. with 

push trucks to carry smaller load, and flat cars fitted with ny 

special features as necessary to carry the larger, odd size load. 

Track maintenance tasks of rail grinding, inspection, etc. involving 

special equipment on rail will not be part of work train equipment, 
by the stated assumption that these services will be contracted. 

C. Maintenance vehicle & transit vehicle hauling: A typical haulin9 

scenario will involve non-powered flat cars carrying unacicepted 

transit vehicles to be hauled to the unloading track upon their 

arrival on the Administration property. Once the transit vehicles 

have been unloaded, they would be hauled either in the shop or to 

the yard storage tracks awaiting the acceptance cycle. Another 

transit vehicle haulage situation will arise in the event of the 

third rail power outage to transit vehicles. This will involve a 

train consiSting of up to six transit cars, each weighing approx- 

Irnately 75,000 lbs. Yet. another situation based On tunnel flooding 

conditions assumption will Involve, either a six car train haulage 

or transportation of emergency equipment with a work train. In 

addition, nors1 maintenance vehicle haulage wifl require pulling 

non p,ered maintenance cat(s), in applications described in an 

earlier paragraph, to the track maintenance destinations1. 
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A further analysis of above circwnstances identifies the requirement 
of a loc6motfve with a 455,000 lbs. hauling capacity, traveling at a 

maximum speed of tip to 40 mph, meeting structural clearances, inde- 
pendent of third rail power and capable of operating in tunnels 
flooded with up to four feet of water. 

D! Snow Ren'val: A potential problem due to heavy snow accumulation 
between the tracks and icing up could result in unwarranted trip- 
cock trips, causing emergency brake applications. This problem can 
be easily remedied by making snow plow attachment provisions to 
transit car, locomotive and other on rail vehicle F-end and Using 
this snow plowing equipment as situations demand. 

Study of the mainline contact rail location from Mondain Portal to 
the Reisterstown Road Station indicates that for the most part, the 
c'ontact rail is situated on the. inside, away from the safetywalk. 
and the retaining wall and is not susceptible to excessive snow 
accumulatin. Scheduled train movements will, thetefore, keep the 
contact rail clean and will help blow off residual snow build up 

around it. 

Conside'ation should be given to procure snow plows wh.ic.h could also 
be equipped on the rubber tired vehicles to plow parking lots and 
Other areas if necessary. 

E. Subway vacuuming: A major source of dust accumulation in the 
tunnels will be the train operations (brake shoe dust, for example). 
If not cleaned, this dust will blow into stations by train moVements 
and can be hazardous to public health. There will also be other 
trash thrown under the platforms. This trash, Unless cleared 
periodically, will bbsa'Utt effective filtering action on transit 
vehicle subsystems and contribute to less efficient performance and 
increased maintenance costs As Is the experience of some other 
operating properties, such trash can well be a potential fire hazard. 
As a start, tunnel vacuuming on a monthly basis is recOnnended. 

Noting the frequency of tunnel vacuuming, consideration should be 
given to procurement of general purpose flat car mounted detachable 
type of vacuum cleaning equlpnent with could also be used In other 
relevant applications on the system. 

F. Subway cleaning: Tunnel walls cleaning including station walls should 

be contracted for manual cleaning on an "as-required" basis and this 
will eliminate the need of a special wash train. Such a wash, train, 

as acquired by WMATA and NARTA at a capital cost of $450,000 is a 

costly Investment 'for once a year application and the existing size 
of BRRT system subway route cannot justify Its procurement. 
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4.0 MAJOR WORK TRAIN EQUIPMENT 

4.1 GENERAL: 

This section identifies major equipment used in work train applications. 

Each equipment item capability is discussed and its applicability analyzed 
In view of BRRT system rk train reqUtrennts along with the earlier assump- 
tions and recmendations. Equipment manufacturers' technical data Is also 
presented in Appendices A and B The following equipment items are discussed: 

- Flat car - 9eneral purpose 
- Locomotive 
- Crane and associated accessories 
- Snow plws 
- Vacuum cleaners 

4.2 EQUIPMENT ANALYSIS: 

The analysis effort consisted of discussions with other Involved DMJM/KE project 
groups, informatioh gathering from other properties, and discussions with the 
equl prnent manufacturers. 

A. Flat car: Flat cars will be needed primarily to haul large size loads such as 
39' of' 78' rails, panel track sections or other odd sized loads. Task analysis 

from section 3.0 Indicates d of t1Pimum Of two general purpose fiat cars. 
The deck bed material of the flat cars should be suitable to provide ñÜiStTh . arrangements for detachable equipment. Development of Work Train and Mainte- 

1nance Equipment contracts will detennine if other special features are desired. 

B. Crane and Associated Accessories: Crane can either be a self-propelled on 

hauled by loc:omôtfve or &änsit vehicles. Latter's depeñ4ency on another power 
source severely restricts its movement flexibility and makes It less responsive 

to emergency applications. 

Sff-topelied . rane with on/off rail capability Is therefore recomended. Pre- 

Tfrnfnary haulage and loading data was given to the crane manufacturers who 
recommended one or more specific models from their product line which will best 
suit BRRT system needs. Tjjr.p:roduct description and design data is included 
J.nipp.endix B. An..on/nff.fafl. type, selLpp:elledcsane..wtlLprovide added 
yent_f.b.ili.ty And-_f$ chaApet_in price to an on-rail type crane of corn- 

parable capacity. 

Although a variety of accessories are offered by the crane manufacturers, a few 

major ones are listed below, based on the task analysis: 

- Lifting magnet wI generator 
- Clamshell bucket 

- Push trucks 
- Track cleaning bucket 

. Other accessories will be specified, as necessary, during desii development of 
the procurement dOcuMents. 
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C. Locomotive: A locomotive will serve the following functions: 

1. To haul flat cars carrying unaccepted, unpowered transit cars when they 

first arrive on Administration property; - 

2. To haul train consists of up to six cars, in the absence of contact rail 
power,, from mainline to yard or within the Northwest yard and shop area; 

and 

3. To haul work trains on the mainline and/or in yard. 

Four different types of locomotives are available In the marketplace: 

PieseLyajc 
- Electric 
- Diesel electric and 
- Battery/electric 

Our earlier assumption of emergency operations under flooded conditions will rule 
out all but the diesel hydraulic typejp.cQfljya. A preliminary locomotive haul- 
age data attathedln Appendix C, delineating track characteristics and other 
critical parameters, was submitted to locomotive manufacturers. They responded 
with specific model description and design data, to best suit BRRT system, 
which is attached in Appendix A. Detailed design provisions of optional equip- 

+ iii&i-t suchaL exhâiittoriditio6èr, two-way radio, cab signalling equipment and 
so on, shall be dealt with during development of the procurement documents. 

D. Snow plows: Although fifteen inches of snow fall in 24 hours is expected, 
history of past winter seasons in Baltimore metropolitan area indicates the 

average snowfall was not anywhere close to properties operating in heavier 
snowfall region, such as Toronto or Boston. Investment in a snow clearing car 
will, therefore, not be cost effective Snow ploattachments on locomotive, 
crane and flat cars should adequately serve the snow removal task. They will 
be procured under Maintenance Equipment Procurement Contract No. XO-16-03. 

E. çypLc1eaners: Past work train related documentation had presented the con- 
cept of a pickle/trash/vacuum train. A re-evaluation of that concept in light 
of the assumptions in the preceding section concluded that pickling is not 
being contemplated; trash collection and removal will be from the surface; and 
tunnel vacuuming will be carried out on a monthly basis or at a longer fre- 
quency. It will, therefore, be wasteful to invest in a special pickle/trash! 
vacuum car for only a third of its original utility. Rather, portable vacuum 
cleaning equipment capable of being mounted either on flat cars or rubber tired 
vehicles should be procured and tunnels can then be vacuumed manually. Quantity 
of vacuum cleaners will be detennined and procured under Maintenance Equipment 
Procurement Contract No. X0-16-03. 

7 ksv 
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5.0 SPECIAL FEATURES 

5.1 GENERAL: 

Each equipment item will be equipped with special optional features unique 
to Its performance requirements. These will be finAlized during design 
development process. This section discusses In brief, certain other features, 
as listed below, which are cannon to two or more Items: 

- Coupler connection 
Trainliñing brakes 

- Cab signalling tapability 
- Two-way conrunicatlonls. 

5.2 COUPLER CONNECTION.: 

We have assumed that the work train equipment will not operate outside BRRT 

system limits ad this will rult in primary Interface, with the transit 
vEhicles. Consideration should therefore ba..given4o..equ.lp.ape,..jiat. 
cars and loc'ñiotive with the trprmjt yeh,cle type cnuplsr Cost impact and 
The design complexity in adapting to transit car coupler arrangement will 
be investigated during the specification writing stage. It may be of 
interest to note that some of the transit properties such 'as WMATA and CTA 

ajgnnwshanging AAR.typtrnnplers on their work train equipment to be com- 
patible with the transit vehicles. 

5.3 TRAINLINING BRAKES: 

Trainlining the brake pipe is presently incorporated in transit Vehicle design 
and is recomended to be extended to work train equipment which will make them 
compatible with transit vehicles for the intended interface. Traiñlininq the 
service brakes is ruled out because of added design complexity involving 
electric trainline signals and related equipment. 

5.4 CAB SIGNALLING CAPABILITY: 

Cab signalling with ov'erspeed protection offers iaxlrn'Um protection and safety 
in train operations. Preliminary Inquiries and discussions with the Train 
Control Project Group Indicated that extending ovErspeed protection to loco- 
motive will result In increased equipment costs of over $100,000. In order to 
provide Overspeed Protection to ensure collision avoidance and enforce civil 
restrictions, several system design, parameters must be considered. Safe 
braking distances are. dependent On all the kinematic parameters pertaining to 
Our transit. vehicle. These kinematic parameters are mass, velocity, accelera- 
tion, response times and deceleration characteristics as well as other Influ- 
encing hardware constraints. It is very unlikely that all these parameters will 
be reproducIble in our locomotive. Therefore, the system speed limits and block 
design Will not be directly applicable to the locomotive. It is possible, 
however, with considerable design effOrt, to sub-optimize the locomotive system 
performance such that the locomotive may operate with Overspeed Protection within 
the existing system block design. The design effort uld require that a corn- 
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pietely different set of AIR equipment be designed and built specifically for 
the locomotive with totaTly new interface definitions. Cab signalling olay be 
provided with little or no modifications to the existiUg transit vehicle 
equipment arid conceivably may be furnished through the spares commitment in 

the TC&C contract. Cab signalling capability w/o overspeed protection is,. 
therefore, recomended. - 

5.5 TWO-WAY COUNICAtIONS: 

FOr the purpose of compatibility with the remainder of the rail operations, 
both Iócbntive and self-propelled cflne are reconnended to be equipped with 
two way radio system identical to transit vehicles. 

Li 
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6.0 COMPARISON OF OPERATING PROPERtIES: 

6.1 GENERAL: 

Major ransit properties were contacted by telephone to gather inform tion 
about their work train related functions, equipment and operations experi- 
ence. This data is presented in Appendices D and E. Field trips were also 
conducted to obtain supplementary evidence. These trip reports are presented 
In Appendix F. The niafn purpose of this comparison study was to observe 
emergence of any conron trends in their equipment inventory and usage. Only 
MARTA, among the properties listed, has not yet achieved an operating status, 
but it is well ahead in the equipment procurenent process and as such, their 
information will serve as a valuable guide In understanding the philosophy 
incorporated in equipment procurement. 

Time and schedule constraints have limited the comparison of operating proper- 
ties to the. information gathering through telephone conversations with proper- 
ty personnel. A broader Understanding and verification of this information 
can be better achieved by making additional field trips to these properties 
during the design development process. 

61 WORK TRAIN FUNCTIONS COMPARISON OF PROPERtIES: 

The majority of the properties collect trash using their own personnel. Older 
properties remove it by rail, while newer properties such as MRT and WMATA 
do so via the surface. MARTA is also planning to remove trash from the sur- 
face. Majo' factors influencing trash removal from stations were availability 
of elevators In statiOns and of the track for testing and maintenance work 
after revenue service. The equipment on rail varied from converted old 
transit cars to special trash collection cars.. 

Most properties agreed that running revenue service trains was the most effec- 
tive means of keeping the track clear of snow. Their snow removal equipment, 
they claimed, has been used mainly In the yard. 

Subway vacuuming and washing on a monthly basis was cited as an Important 
factor In efficient transit vehicle Subsystems operations but cost effective- 
ness of the expensive equipment used, accordihy to some properties, remains 
doubtful. 

Rail grinding periodic, maintenance is contracted by the newer properties, 
while older prOperties have In-hoUse equipment and personnel to do the job. 

st properties contract out periodic rail inspection and ultrasonic testing 
tasks. 

6.3 EQUIPMENT COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES: 

A significant coninonality observed among most properties was the. type of equip- 
ment owned. Most of them own or have procured at L.one_arjnars _ seif-pronelled 
.cranes.Jncwtivs, flat cars and .ttaflsit ca'rs.as a part of their work train 

qjpment fleefTropert1es with a greaterThumbr of routemiles hate lar9ef 
quantities of these equipment. 
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The self-propelled crane received high marks for flexibility. Some proper- 
ties with a past history of frequent derai.lm!nts, recomended.ahigher 
capacity crane (In excess of 20 ton) as a re-railing device. Properties 
(as well as manufacturers) expressed grave doubts In equipping cranes With 
cab signalling capability, although such a feature Is highly desirable. 
COmon coupler connection used was MR type. However, at least two pt'Opetttes 
are now in the process of converting to transit car coupler to achieve .greater 
flexbi1lty and time savings In operations. 

All properties recomended buying either rebuilt or new locomotives. WMATA's 
experience, in particular, with used locomotives has been very unpleasant, 
involving high maintenance costs and poor availability. jg1_JiyØat1iq or 
jeLs1eczric type of locomotives in a)1Qtapc.tt_r&ng_.trg 

connon. Locomotives use standard MR type coupler. SOme prOperties, .suth as 
MBTA and CIA, provide cab signalling feature. 

'bst properties use flat cars, fitted with special features as necessary, for 
vacuuming1 tunnel washing and so on. Buying old cars from the railroads and 
refurbishing them appeared to be the nst connon mode of acquisition among 
majority of the properties. Properties also convert.retired transit cars 
nto.work. trains because their self propel3lng capability offers added next- 

j1.lity and MR type flat cars cannot meet their system clearances. 

C 
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7.0 PRELIMINARY COST DATA 

7.1 GENERAL: 

Following the recomendations presented in Sections 3 and 4, and prEliminary 

haulage data supplied to thE ihdustry, budgetary price estimates in 1978 

dollars were obtained from the locomotive, self propElled crane and flat car 

manufacturers. These and other pertinent infonnation are presented be1ow. 

7.2 LOCOMOTIVE: 

Manufacturers of a new, diesel hydraulic locomotive wi.put any speThl 

'r) presentWthe following estimated price: 

Cost Source! Price 

ALCO Traction, GEt Ltd. $350,000 (38 ton) 

Plymouth $475,000 (45 ton!) 

PORTEC $375,000 (50 ton) 

ANBEL Corp. $650,000 (50 ton) 

Price estimates for any of the remaining three càtegbries of locomotives 

(i.e., diesel electric, electric or battery/electric) were substantially 
higher, in the range of $600,000 and above. 

All manufacturers quoted 14 - 18 months as a comfortable delivery time period.. 

7.3 FLAT CAR: 

Of all the flat car manufacturers contadted, only three expressed interest in 

a two car order of a 53', 50 ton, general purpose flat car. Their price data 

is listed below: 

Cost Source Price 

Briggs and Turivas $25,000. 

PortEc $35,000. 
Maxon Car $57,000. 

(It may be noted that the lowest bidder's per car pricE, on MATA flat car 
procurement contract for six flat cars, was $20,000 higher than his earlier 

Estimated quote. MARTA consequently,rejected all bids and rebuilt cars are 
being prbured from Southern . Railroad.) 

Other manufacturers seemed uninterested below a 100-200 car minimum order. 

Thrill car Manufacturing Co., on the other hand, proposed that BRRT could pur- 

chase their present production line design of 53'6", 100 ton flat car In the 

first quarter of 1980, If it Is compatible with BRRT's schedule and design 

rtquirsuents. Their budgetory price is apprOimatel.y $45,000. 

Although, normal lead time on a flat car delivery appears to be 4-6 months, most 
manufacturers have built up a backlog rwinlng into first quarter of 1980. 
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7.4 SELFPROPELLED CRANE: 

Manufacturers of a new self-propelled crane, wtthout any accessdries, presen- 

ted the following base price data: 

Manufacturer Fri cc 

On Rail Tj'pe 

Burro (12-1/2 ton) $154,000 
Little Giant (15 ton) $175,000 

On-Off Rail Type 

Little Giàht (15 ton) $130,000 

Pettibone (15 ton) $105,000 

Lead time on either type of self propelled crane delivery was quoted as 

6-8 months. 

NOTE: The cost data pPesented In this section is based on preliminary 

parters which are subject to change doting further progress. This cost, 

data should, therefore, be looked at from a budgetary perspective and not 

construed to be a final design esti ate. 
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TO; Distribution 

4H 
FROM: A. Virg1nkrj_L__-- 

SUBJECT: VISIT TO THE WASHINGTON METRO AREA TRANSIT AUTHORITY (WMATA) 
FOR INFOaNtTION ON WORK TRAIN AND MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 
PROCUREMENT - OCtOBER 17, 1978. 

Attendees: DMJM/KE KIG (Miami) 
L. Sanders W. Volkmer 
S. Rodda 
A. Virginkar 

A visit wa made to WHATA for the purpose of acquainting ourselves with their 
work train and maintenance equipment, obtaining first hand experience In its 
usage and understanding the concepts involved in equipment procurement. 

We first iret wit)'. Mr. Tom O'Donnell, superintendent of Right-of-Way maintenance 
for WMATA at WMATA's Maintenance of Way Headquarters in Silver Spring. During 
the brief discussions with him, Mr. O'Donnell covered the subjects such as 
Wr.iAT, 's present equi pent and furture procurements. 

We then visited the Erentwood Shop with Mr. Tim Reed, a field supervisor, who 
along with the supervisor of track and equipment, Mr. C. Crickenberger showed 
various items of equipment present on the site and allowed us to photograph them. 

Self Propelled Crane: 
WMATA, at the present time, owns two Pettibone Speed-swings which cost approx. 

$ThO,000 including all accessories, but they do not have any type of on-track or 
on-off track crane and feel an eventual need for one. Consequently, they have 
ordered a 20 ton, on-off track type Grove Crane which will cost approximately 
$l83,OOO It will be used principally to lift heavy objects onto the right-of- 
iTSIhd perhaps to assist in rerailing operations, should it become necessary. 

Trackmobiie: 

During the. Brentwood Shop visit, wE witnessed "Kal-Trac" on.off track dump truckL. 
hydraulic crane in operation, lifting portable electric ScPeW jacks (weight: 3 ton) 
trOfiF the. pavement along tue triàk side arid placing in a pickup truck to be trans- 

ported to WMATA'S New Carrolton Shop. WMATA maintenance personnel seemed 

impressed with "Kal-Track's" ability to do many different types of work. 
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WMATA is in the process of prOcuring two"cherry pickers" from Patton Ilichell 
for approximately $203,000 each under the trade name szsuper Snooper". WMATA 
pläns to use them for future extension of their system which will be 
ixtensively located on elevated s&ucturCs. 

We questioned Mr. O'Donnefl on the capability of hi-rail equipment to shunt 
signals. He stated that WMATA does not rely on the shunting capability of 
this equipment and takes adequate precautiOns when hi-rail equipment is on 
the main line. 

Locomotive: 
WMATA, at the present tithe owns two navy surplus locomotives, but Is unhappy 
with their service record to date. For this reason, they have ordered a new 

diesel hydraulic locotive from Portec Company, costing $499,000 and manufac- 
türed in France by Setmafer Company. 

Mr. O'Donnell stated that the locomotive ordered was mainly needed to carry 
rail to the rail renlewal destinations. Mr. Volkmer questioned him as to how 

often the rail must be replaced and if it. could not be transported by hihway 
and then lifted on to the quideway site with a crane. Mr. O'Donnell replied 

that this would be all but impossible due to the length of time involved in 

arran;in; the nighThy permits to cai-y the rail ove.r the road to the required 
site. WtT is planning to install transit car couplers or locomotive, but 
will not proiue the locomotive, with any cab signalling capability. 

Mr. O'Donnell then produced photographs showing worn rail, worn switc,h points 
and worn switch stock-rails which are In need of replacement, after the system 
has only been in operation for approximately 18 months. He stressedonepartiçu- 
lar case which is a 400 foot radius curve near the National Airport which must 
be replaced quite often and the only way that can be successfully done is Using 
the locomottvC and flat car, Mr. O'Donnell insisted that time is of essence In 
such type of maintenance work and the rubber tired vehicle are no matcji to a 
locomotive for speed. 

Flat Car 
WMATA has acquired sixteen, 40'-V long fiat cars from government surplus and 
activated four of them. Two cars are equipped with tunhel washing and vacuumin 
equipment costing approx. $300,000. While. this wash/vacuum train Is hauled by 
thoiocómotive, vacuuming Is performed manually by WMATA personnel riding the 
train Mr. O'Donnell justified the investment into Wash/Vacuum train in order to 
require clean tunnels,to keep low transit vehicle maintenance costs,and clean 

tunnel walls exposed to public view:. 
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Other Maintenance Equipment: 
Mr O'Donmnell strongly reconinended to procure a small switch tamper, such as 
a Placer Tamper or Jackson Tamper, to tover any track maintenance emergencies. 

Upon discussing the possibility of purchasing equipment from the track con- 
struction Contractor and/or allowing the Contractor to use Authprity procured 
equipment, we received a negative answer on both Issues. Mr. O'Donnell 
emphasized that such arrangérTEnts result in abuse of the loaned equipment and! 
or acquisition of abused equipment. 

WMATA .Systeth also owns a Schramm Model HT300A "Pneumatractor", diesel powered, 

JLttr4tI air compressor. They find It to be an Indispensible piece of equip- 
ment which can provide on-site compressed air to air operated tools. 

WMAIA contracts out ultrasonic testing to Sperry Rail Service three times a 
year, but they rely very heavily on visual track inspection on a daily basis. 

At. the conclusion of our visit to WMATA maintenance facilities and at the 
request of Mr. Volkmer, we visited the Silver Spring Station on the WMATA 
System to observe the functions of the Station Agent and the yrious controls 
located in the Supervisory Control Center (5CC). In addition to taking 
photographs of the statioh layout and SCC equipment, we rhade the following 
observations: 

Elevator was not fun;tiortrg and the Agent reset the bteaker once.. 

A considerable portion of the Station Agent's time was spent 
clearing patrons through the exit turnstiles because of nal- 

functiohing ticket media, and/or ticket transporters. The 
Agent took apart at least. three of the ticket transporters to 
clear jarwned tickets within an hours duration. 

- 
. None of the handicap service gates woluld latch when they were 

released to swing shut and the alarm System on all of the gates 

was shut off because, as the Station Agent claimed, all the gates 
Were out of adjustment most of the time. 

Ày/am 

Two of the eight farecard vending machines were out of service. 
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SUBJECT: Visit Report to the Washington Metro Transit 
Authority (WMATA) on October 17, 1978 

DATE: October 19, 1978 

REFERENCE: MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW ACTION ITEMS: 

#8 - Wisdom of purchasing used equipment items 

#12 -DefIne main-line at-grade track Configuration 
as it applies to track maintenance requirements 

#13 -Evaluate the need for owning a ballast tamper which 
includes lining capabilities. 

#14 -Determine the need for a dedicated wreck truck. 

#15 - Refine cost estimate data 

#19 Consider the use of a rnulticrane 
in lieu of burro crane for increased versatility 

#20 - Consider the use of a "Speed Swing" in 

lieu of the back-hoe and other equipment items 
which the speed-swing is capable of handling. 

A visit was made by the writer to the Washington F1etro for the purpose of 
interviewing the various maintenance of way personnel and observing their opiflion Cs) 

on the various items of maintenance of way equipment to aid in our decIsion 
maicing process of determining which items of maintenance of way equipment will be 

procured for Dade County. I was accompanied to WMATA by three engineers from the 
Kaiser/Baltimore Operation; Scott Rodda, Arun Virginkar and Lou Sanders. 
Out first stop on the visit was to the WMATA Matntenance of Way Headquarters 
in Silver Spring, where we met with Mr. Tom O'Donnell, Superintendent of Right of 
Way Maintenance for. .ATA:. Our question and answer session was necessarily 
brief due to pressing business on his part, but in the short period of time that 
we were able to spend with him, we covered the various items of Maintenance of 
Way Equipment which WMATA owns at the present time., or intends to procure in the 
future. At the same time we tried to secure from him a little bit of their 
philosophy as to why they procured the ttems they did and how they were able to 

justify them. 

20 Ton "Grove;" Crane (Hydraulic.) 

WMATA does not, at the present time, own any type of rail crane or hi-rail 
crane and they feel an eventual need for one. . Consequently, they have ordered 
a 20-ton, hi-rail , Grove Crane (multi-crane) which will cost $183,000. This 

crane is a very low profile, rubber tired crane. It will be used principally 
to lift heavy objects onto the right of way such as traction power equipment and 
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In some instances it wiLl be used to assist In rerailiiijOperations. should it 
become necessary. 

a Hi-Rail. Cherry Picker" W 
WMATA does nt own a rail cherry picker, at the present time, mainly due to the 
fact that Only a very small portion of their present 25 mile system Is built 
on elevated structure. HowCver, future extensions will be extensively located 
on eleyated structure and for that reason they are in the process of procuring 
two "cherry: pickers", which they refer to as "down and unders". The machine 
that they have elected to procure is manufactured by Paxton Micheil under the 
trade name "Super Snooper", which they feel is the best of the only two hi-rail 
"cherry pickers" which could be considered for Rapid Transit guideway work. 
The "Super Snooper" will cost $203,000 per copy. The only other cherry picker 
which could have been considered Is marketed ythetC. Johnson Company uflder 
its trade name "Sky Worker'. The WMATA people have heard several negative reports 
about tke safety aspects of the "Sky Worker" and that is the principal reason that 
they have rejected the use of It. 

Work Train Locornotive 

Mr.. O'Donnell was very adamant that every rapid transit system reeds a locomotive 
as an indispensable part of their work equipment roster. WMATA, at the present 
time owns two Navy surplus locomotives which, through cannobalization of one has 
made the other one usable, but they are very unhappy with the service they are 
getting out of this locomotive, and for this reasOn they have recently ordered 
a brand new locomotive from the Portec Company of Pittsburgh Penn. The locomotive 
which they are going to receive is manufactured in France by the Secmäfer Company 
and will cost $499,000. Mr. O'Donnell was quick to point out that the locomotive 
which they really woul4 have liked to have putchased was similar to the locomotive 
that the Toronto Transit Commission uses, namely the "Anbel" Locomotive which 
turned out to be high bidder, coming in something over $500,000. The principal 

reason Mr. O'Donnell gave for the need of a locomotive is to deliver rail to the 

site where renewal is required. I questioned Mr. O'Donnell as to how often the 
rail must be replaced! arid could we not transport rails yhighway to the site 
and lift it on to the uideway with a crane? Mr. O'Donnell replied that this would 
be all but impossible due to the fact that, for one thing., we would have to 
employe a man practically full time just to arrange the highway permits to carry 

the rail over the toad to the required site. At this point Mr. O'Donnei produced 

a stack of Polaroid photographs showing worn rail, worn switch points! and worn 
switch stock-rails, all of which have had to be replaced or are in need of replacle- 
nfent at the present time, after the system has only been in operation approximately 
18 months. One particular case which he sighthd is a 400 foot radius curve near 
the National Airport which must be replaced quite often and the only way they can 
do it successfully is by locomotive a.nd flat car. Mr. O'Donnell also plointed 
out thfl time is of the essence when transporting rail and materials over the 

Rapid Transit right of way and rubber tired highway equipment is not successful, 
at all in competing with the locomotive for speed. 

Petti bone" Speed Swi ny" 

WMATA, at the preent time, owns two"PettibOfle Speedswings" which cost somewhere 

in the neighborhood of $180,000 each ,including of the appliances or accessories 
that can be purchased in conjunction with it WMATA is very impressed with its 

capabilities and its' utilitarian nature. He highly reconvnends that we buy at 

least one. Note: While WMATA track maintenance fo.rces do not own a back-hoe, 

the building maintenande forces dO. At this pOint I questioned Mr. O'Donnell 

on the capability of hi-rail equipment to shunt signals and whether or not every 

piete will shunt or will some of the pieces shunt., or none of them:. The reply 

was that, some of the equipment does shunt the signals, others do not, but it does 
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not matter to WMATA whether they do or don't because WrIATA takes adequate 
procautions when hi-rail equipment is on the line they do not depend on It to 

shunt the signals and they do not intend to depend on it. 

Ballast Tamper 

I had previo1451y ryled..out the procurement of a tamper for the Dade Count5' 

System because of the high cost and low utilization factor of this machine 
(see action item #13 of the maintenance equipment PDR). However, in discussing 
the need for a tamper with the Kaiser/DMJM/Track man in Baltimore, Mr. Don 
Shoff, I found that there is a definite fled to have, at least a small switch 
tamper available for emergencies. For this reason I persued this subject with 
Mr. O'Donnell to get his opinion. Mr. O'Donnell concurred that we do indeed 
need a small switch tamper, on the property at all times, to cover emergepcies 
regardless of whether we intend to contract the major track maintenance to 
contractors or not and he suggested that we look frito buying either a small Placer 
Tamper or a small Jackson Taniper. Either one would have track-lining capabilities 

At this point I discussed the possibility of purchasing equipment from the 
track-construction Contractor and/or allowing the Contractor to use equipment 
which the Dade County System has purchased. I received a negative answer on 
both counts. Mr. O'Donnell emphasized that, by the time the contractor is finished 
working with his equipment, it is worn out, and I shIuld not even consider purchasing 
equipment second hand from the contractor, or for that matter from ahyone else, 
because it is a waste. of money. He strongly advise against loaning Authority (owped) 
equipment to the Contractor. 

Hi-Rail Air Compressolr 

The WMATA system owns one hi-rail air compressor, which they find to be an 
indispensable piece of equipment. The machine that they own is the same machine 
that MARIA specified. Namely a Schram Model HT300A "Pneumatractot". This is 
a hi-rail diesel powered air compressor which can be operated at reasonable 
speed to any site requiring compressed air for operating the drilling equipment 
used to drill the hOles in the "direct fixation" track or for use in operating 
paving breakers or any of the other air to opePated tools. 

Welding Equipment 

The WMATA system., at the present time, own one rubber-tired Lincoln Model SAE 
4OO DC welden which they use in the field. It cost $3,300. They Pecommended 
that we equip O.ÜP MW shop with a small AC welder and purchase a DC welder 
similar to their machine for use inrthe field. 

The second stop on our yisit was to the Brentwood Shop accompanied by one of 
the field supervisors who showed us and allowed us to photograph the ariOus 
Items of MW equipment. We were met at the shop by the Supervisor of Track and 
Equipment., Mr. C.C. Crickenberger. Mr. Crickenberger has had many, many, years 
of experience in track maintenance, having worked for a railroad, and a track 
construction contractor, prior to coming to WMATA. We questioned him at length 
on hi.s feelings about various items of equipment. 

Trackmobi 1 e 

At the time of our visit the "Kal-Trac" track-mobile/dump truck/hydraulic crane 
was being used ajacent to the rail-car shop to lift some 3 ton (weight) portable 
electric screw jacks from the pavement to a near-by pickup truck so that they 
could be transported to their New carrolton shop for continued use there. We 
had the opportunity to witness the operation of the Kal-Trac "Yard Maintenance 
Vehicle", whih is held in highregard by WMATA for its ability to do many different 



types of work. MARIA and BART both have one or more of these identical machines, 
which are made by the Tamper Corp. of Columbia, S.C. Mr. O'Donnell mentioned 
earlier that, while they liKe the Kal-Trac switcher very much, it still does not 
completely substitute for the need to own a locomotive. 

Miscellaneous Track Tools 

After showing us the various items of Maintenance of Way equipment which WMATA 

has on hand, Mr. Crickenberget then showed us through their make-shift Maintenance 
of ay facilities which WMATA presently operated out of. The ultimate. goal of 
WMATA is to. build a complete Maintenance of Way Shop at Vienna, Virginia, which is 
located on a stage of the Rapid Transit which is now under construction, but not 
open for revenue service. Hence, they must operate out of small temporary 
headquarters located ajacent to the Brentwood car-shop. Mr. Crickenberger 
showed us several of the small hand tools which he felt were ifldisplensable in 
maintenance of the. track at WMATA. 

Rail-Anchor Drills 

They own at the present time, three-rail anchor drills together with the 
necessary accessOry equiment. Another item which we observed was what they 
refer to as a "hand vibrator" arrangement. This machine made by the Jackson 
people. and it comes with a gasoline powered generator and four hand vibrators 
which can be used to do small tamping jobs, by hand in an emergenc'. WMATA 

has approximately eight. of these. hand vibrators, but they felt that fo a system 
of our size1 four will probably suffice. I questioned Hr. Crickenberger a little 
bit about the size of their track crew, and he indicated that their daytime 
crew consists of about eight men on an average. Two of these rnen are engaged 
in walking the track for tnspection purposes and the nighttime crew was a little 
more than double the daytime track crew. I night point out that WMATA does not 
put a lot of faith in mechanized track inspection equipment. They do have, the 
Sperry people come in and ultransonic test the entire system three times per 
year, but as far as the track geometry goes, they rely very heavily on visual 
inspection on a daily basis, particularly looking for loose bolts and loose 
anchors. These seem to be the major problem at WMATA. 

L] 



After the conclusion of our visit to the WMATA Maintenance of Way Facilities 
we still had sOme time to kill before plane time so I elected to visit the 
Silver Sping Station on the WMATA system to observe the function(s) of the 
Station Attendant and the various cOntrols that are located in the Station 
Attendant's Booth. After spending about five minutes in the Station Attendant's 
Booth, I came to the conclusion that the scene was more like a three-ring circus 
than a Rapid Transit Station operation, thus, .1 will illustPate some. of thy 
observations in the hour or so that I spent at the station. 

o An elderly couple came to thle Attendant and informed him that the 
elevator was not functioning. The Attendalnt reset the breaker 
in the booth and told the couple to go ahead and use the elevator, 
They then informed him that they wanted to come down from the track 
platform and had already used the escalator and that they had only 
wanted to inform him that his eleatO did not operate. Three seconds 
later the same couple had to come back to the Station Attendant 
to secure help in exiting through the fare gate due to a malfunctioning 
ticket. A large amount of the station attendant's time was spent 
clearing pàtrohs through the exit turnstiles because of malfunctioning 
ticket media, and/or ticket transporters. I then realized that the 
station employed a full time, or more or less full-time turnstile 
repairman. During the course of an hour he had at least three of the 
ticket transportors apart clearing jamed tickets. Of course, 
we in Dade would hopefully not encounter the same problems that 
WMATA has with their magnetic tickets. 
One thing that. I observed was that the transfer machines are not 
in any way controlled from the Attendant's Booth. The paper stock, 
when it becomes low in supply lights a red light on the machine ihich 
indicates to the Station Attendant that he must replace the stock. 
Apparently this must be done several times a day for each machine, 
of which there. are two. 

o noticed that none of the various handicap service gates would latch 
when they were rEleased to swing shut. I questioned the Station 
Attendant as to whether or not they had an alarm system on the gate, 
which was set to sound if the gate remained open, say more than 30 
seconds. He infqrmed me that "yes, indeed, all the gates were equipped 
with an alarm", but because of the fact that all of the gates were out 
of adjustment, all of the time, so they elect to leave the alarth 
system off. He then demonstrated to me after dosing the gate and 
returning to the Attendant's Booth how the alarm system is reset 
Due to the fact that one of the other gates was not latched, the 
alarm promptly went off and this brought in a phone call, imediately 
from the other Station Attendant, located on the other side of the 
station, asking "What was happening?", because the alarms were 
ringing. The point here is that they do pay attention to alarms, 
when they go off, but thost of the alañns ave set, to be inoperative 
most of the time. 

o Another "case in point" was when I asked the Station Attendant if I 
could visit the ancillary rooms in the station, and the Station 
Attendant told me to "help myself". I asked him if he would unlock 
the dolor for me so that I could go in, he said, "The door is never 
locked go ahead and gO in"... I noticed that they had a large. piece 
of cardboard taped over the door latch so that the door was never 
locked:. The point here being that, again all the money spent for the 
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alarm system(s) appears to be money wasted, because they have been 
one way olr another overriden. The same probably holds true for 
the elevator controls. 

o i noticed that the Silver Spring Station has absolute. no emergency 
egress provisions and, according to the Attendant, they had never 
ever needed any and had never given, any thought to emergency egress of 
patrons. 

o Having noted the dirty condition of the station floor, I asked the 
Station Attendant how often it is cleaned, His answer was that 
"they have a Custodian for every two stations on the systeñi" and 
early in the morning the Custodian comes by and sweeps up the 
cigarette butts and trash and deposits it in one of the trash cans. 
The same man is supposed to bring,periodically, (twO to three. times 
a week) a floor scrubber to clean the floor and wash the windows in 
the attendant's booth. It appears to the writer that the floor had 
not been washed in many many leeks for whatever reason. 

o Another item that was noted in the station area was the method of paying 
for the parking. We pulled into a lot which had a sign displayed 
which tated that the fee for parking was"$l between 10 a.m. and 
3 p.m'. We saw no means evident of paying for the parking, so 
we just parked the car and walked into the station (approximate 
distance 500 feet). Upo.n entering the station we noted a lock 
box which indicated that. we were obltgated to deposit $1 into the 
slot numbered the same as the place we had parked the car. We 

could not remember seeing a number where we had parked. I made 
the observation to the others that it was a, good thing we were not 
comutePs late for work, and who failed to noticle our parng number, 
because we could have tO go back to our car and find out what our 
parking slot number was and then return to the station and deposit 
our $1. Within ten minutes of making this observation! I saw a 
girl walk up to the Station, Attendant and announce that she had 
paid her fare and entered the turnstile, but had failed to remember 
to deposit her $1 'in the slot. The Attendant had to manually 
release the exit gate so that she. could go and pay her parkihg 
ticket and then allow her to return to the station. The point here 
is that It applears to the writer that WMATA ha! a very cumbersume 
rhetho.d of collecting parking fees at least in this' station. 

o questioned the Station Attendant as to how he felt about having 
the booth located in the center of the turnstile array as opposed 
to off to one side. He felt that this way was best for him (i.e 
have the booth centrally located among the various turnstiles). 

o i noticed in the design of the station barriers that it would be 

very easy for a fare evader to skirt the end of the barrier, which 
is a low profile iron railing separating the free area from the 
paid area and I questioned the Station Attendant as to whether or 
hot very many people attempt 'to evade the fare by going around the 
railing. He indicated only on very rare occassions has he ever 
caught anyone attempting to do this. 

o In the hour I spent at the station, not once did the station 
attendant observe any of the seven CCTV monitors in the booth. 
During the entire visit I took several photograph of both the,, 
maintenance of way equipipent and the station layout which .1 will have 
in my office. for anyone to view if they are interested. 
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Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEETS 

BASIC DATA SHEFfl? No. 1: LOCOMOTIVE, OH-TOO 

1. Vehicle type 

2. ?&nufactuz-er 

3. 1es representative 

]4 Ca.bilities 

5. Usage 

6. Power ratiPg 

1. Power transmission 

8. Ener' consumption 

9. hximurn speed 

10. Braking eqüiprent 

11. Weight 

12. Size (i x w * }) 

l3 Estinated life 

l4. Estirnted raintenance 

15. Estinated cost (1982) 

Lçcbmotive, OH-TOO (nominal 50 ton) 

Anbel Corp. , Houston, TX (113) 977-9131 

Ken Nichols, Anbel Corp. 

Work train/revenue rescue, 38,000 lb tractive effort 
starting 

Toronto (DH-7005) 

700 hp (2 diesel engines), GM Detroit 8Vt1T 

Hydraulic, torque converter (Clark), 
4-speed transmission 

750 .l cacity 

60 mph 

Air, WABCO 27LA, 50 cfm comfressp±' 

98,000 lb empty, 105,00 lb w/fuel and provisions 

ltl'9" x 10' x 12' 

30 years 

OpeMting and imintenance, $14,000/year 

$500,000, including air conditioning, 
catalytic exhaust, full controls 

16. Delivery Unknown 

17. Accessories Hydraulic crane 
Power winches 
Cummins engines 
Caterpillar engines (about same price as GM motors) 
Radio 
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Appendix C 

BASIC. DATA .SHETS 

BASIC DATA SHEET No. 2: LOCOMOTIVE, CR-8 

1. Vehicle type Locomotive, CR-8 (nominal 50 ton) 

2. &nufacttü'er Plymouth Locomotive Works, Plymouth, OH 

3. Sales representative McCormick Morgan, Inc. , San Francisco (415) 826-9559 
Andrew Garia 

4. Cabiliti&s Work train/revenue rescue 

5. Usage BART (50 ton), ltirnore (60 ton) 

6. Power rating 670 hp (2 Cilinmins NT.-855-L4) 

7.. Power transmission Hydraulic torque converters (twin disc), 2-speed 
transmission 

8. Energr consumption 300 gal cajacity 

9. xinun speed Unknown 

10. Braking equipxtnt Air 

11. Weight Approxistely 100,000 lb 

12. Size (1. x w x h) 42! x 10' x io'6" 

. 

l3 Estiited life 30 years 

14. Estirnted rinter.nce Operating and mintenance, $h,000/year 

15. Estirtted cost (1982) $400,000 F..0.B. Plymouth 

16. Delivery 12 months 

17. Accessories Transit coupler 
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Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEETS. 

BASIC DATA SHEET No. 3:. LOCOMOTIVE, JTDW 

1. Vehicle type 

2. &nufacturer 

3. Sales representative 

4. CapbiLities 

5. Usage 

6. Power rating 

7. Power transnjssion 

8. Energy consumption 

9. ximun speed 

10. Braking equipment 

11. Weight 

12. Size (i x w x h) 

13. Estimted life 

114. Estirnted it intenance 

15. Estirrated cost (1982) 

16. Delivery 

17. Accessories 

Locomotive, JTDW (25 ton) 

Plymouth Locomotive Work, Plymouth, OH 

McCormick Morgan, Inc. , San Francisco (415) 826-9559 
Andrew Garcia 

Wotk tMin/yard nxves, about 2 cars up 14% grade 

Unknown 

12,500 lb drawbar pull on level track 

}rdrau1ic., torsue converter 

Unknown 

Unknown 

WABCO, air 

50,000 lb 

16' x 107' x 8'll" 

30 years 

Operating and naintenance, $3,000/year 

S16o,000 

Unkn own 

Couplers 
E*haust scrubter 
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Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEEPS 

BASIQ DATA SHE No. 14: LOCOMOTIVE,. BIT. 

1. Vehicle type Locomotive, WIT, diesel electric (50 ton) 

2. l4jufacturer General Electric, Erie, PA 

3. ,les representative S. B. Dunham, Jr. (1415) 546_243?7 

4 Cbi1ities Tow work trains, freight cars, and disabled vehicles; 

provide aukiliary power (air) 

5. Usage NYCTA, MARFA, MIAMI 

6. Power rating 335 lip Cummins NTA-855-L 

7. Power transmission 14 tradtion motors, GE 763 

8. Enerr consumption Unknown 

9. xinum speed 30 mph 

10. Braking equipment Autonntic air 

11. Weight 100,000 lb 

12. Size (i x w x h) 314' x 8' x io'8" 

13. Estirnted life 30 years 

14. Estiruted rrEintenance $3,000 

15. Estitnted cost (1982) $576,500 flO.B Erie 

16. Delivery 15 to 18 months 

17. Accessories Unknown 
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Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEflS 

BASIC DATA SHEFT No. 5:. WORK CAR 

1. Vehicle type Electric, self-propelled work car/ldcomotite, 600 VEC 

2. f'tufactuter ?&xson, St. 1ul, MN 

3. les representative ttxson 

4. Cabilitie 15,000-lb load 

5. Usage Specified by MBTA, 1980, 
Did not exercise conttact 

6. Power rating 1.0 mphps acceleration 4200,000-lb trailing load 

7. Power transmission 4 motors, axle-mounted gear bo*es 

8. Enerr consumption Unknosn 

9. Paximtin speed LO mph w/200,000-lb trailing load 

10. Braking equipnt Air 

11. Weight 85,000 lb nEximurn 

12. Size Ci x w x ii) 3'6" x 8' x ll'6" 

13. Estinated life 50 years 

14. Estinated naintenance $1850/year 

15. Estinnted cost (1982) Bid price, $1,500000 (MBI'A estirrated shotild 
cost $$00-600,doo) 

C] 

16. Delivery Unknown 

17. Accessories Hydraulic crane (included) 
S3.lspension - spring (steel leaf or helical) 
Brakes - air, tread 
Couplers - transit, mechanical only 
Cam controller propulsion 
Cutrent collection antograph and trolJ.ypole, plus 
3rd rail 

Utility power - 10 kw 120/210, 1 phase, fiiotofr- 

alternator set 
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Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEL'TS 

BASIC DATA SHEET No. 6: WORK CAR 

1. Vehicle type 

2. Nhnufacturer 

3. Sales representative 

14. Cabilities 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

.10. 

Usage 

Power rating 

Power transmission 

Enerr consumption 

tx-imum speed 

Braking equiprnt 

11. Weight 

12. Size (1 x r x h) 

13. Estinated life 

114. Estinated naintenane 

15. Estinnted cost (1982) 

a.6. Delivery 

Self-propelled work car/electric 750 VtC 

XE estinate 

None 

Light towing, vacUum dUty, trash collection, tunnel 
lighting nairitenance, personnel transport 

Most systems use old transit cars 

Unkn own 

ElectEic motor/gearbox (same as transit car) 

6.5 kwh/car mile 

70-75 mph 

Same as transit car 

Approxinately 60,000 lb 

75' x 10' x 12' 

30 years 

Operkting and naintenance, $1,850/year 

Carbot (i/h ericlosed-3/14 flatbed) $100,000 
Cab and controls 10,000 
Trucks 6o,000 
Propulsion 175,000 
Brakes 50,000 
Auxiliary power (3-phase 4140 VAC) 50,000 
Batteries 3,000 
ATP 25,000 
Coupleës 20,000 
Comnimications 3,000 
Current collectors 5,000 
Design and documentation 150,000 

TOTAL $65o,000 

2 years 
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Appendix C 

BASIC. DATA S1EE'TS 

BASIC DATA SHEE'T No. 7: WORK ViICLE 

1. Vehicle tyj'e Periranent Way Motor Vehicle, P4C 30 

2. Manufacturer Plasser, Vienna, Austria 

3. Sales representative flasser American, 2001 ?%rers Road, Chesapeake., VA 
(aoh) 53-3526 Gerhard Poltenuer 

14., Cabi1ities 10-nun cab and flat load area 

5. Uage Austria 

6. Power rating 210 lip, Caterpillar 3208 

7'. Powet transmission h-speed, torque converter 

8. Enerr consumption Unknown 

9. Maximum speed Unknown 

10. Braking equipment Air, tread 

11. Weight bo,000 lb 

12. Size Ci x V x lx) 31'S" x 8' 2 1/2" x 

13. Estinated life 30 years 

114. Estinated rtaintenance Operating and na.intenance, $3,000/year 

15. Estinnted cost (1982) $150,000-200,000 

16. Delivëzt Unknown 

17'. Accessories b-stheel drive 
Couplers 
Crane 
Generator (5kw AC) 
Trailer 
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Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEETS 

BASIC DATA SHEET No. B: WORK VEHICLE 

1. Vehicle type Pentnent Way Motor Vehicle, R4C 10 

2. Yanufacturer Plasser, Vienna, Austria 

3 .1es representative Plasser American, 2001 !Ltyers Road, Chesapeake, VA 
(804) 543-3526 Gerhard Polterauer 

4, Cabi1ities 3-nan cab and load area 

5. Usage Pstria 
6. Power ratirg Unknown 

7. Power transmission Torque cOnvefrter 

8. Energy consumption Unknown 

9. .ximürn speed Unknown 

10. Braking equipment Air 

11. Weight Unknown 

12. Size (i x w x h) Unknown 

13. Estirtated life 30 yearE 

14. Estirated naintenance Operating and naintenance, $2,000/year 

15. Estinated cost (1982) $100,000 

i6. Delivery Unknown 

17. Accessories Crane 
Couplers 
4.-vheel drive 

Es 
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1. Vehicle type 

2. 

Up. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEETS 

BASIC DATA SHEET No.. 9: LOW-PROFILE CRANE 

tt nu fa ctur er 

les reprssehtative 

Cabi1ities 
Usage 

Power rating 

Power transmission 

therr consumption 

t'aximun speed 

Braking equipment 

11. Weight 

12. Size (i x 

13. Estimted life 

i14. Estirrated rn.jntenance 

15. Estinnted cost (1982) 

i6. Delivery 

.17. Accessories 

Low-profile crane, model ho LI-SC 

Fettibone, Chicago 

N. P. Frazzini, Haysard (415) 489-2700 

tsO,000-lb caracity at 10' radius 

Nhru 

122 hp, GMC 4-53 

ibtdraulic 

60-gal tank 

17.2 mph on road 

h-wheel, air over hydraulic 

56,150 lb, wjoutriggers and rail wheels 

36' x 9'S" 

30 years 

Unkn own 

$175,000 F.O.B. Chicago 

Unkn own 

Unknown 
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Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEETS 

BASIC DATA SHEET No. 10: MULTIPURPOSE CRANE 

i. Vehicle type Multipurpose crane "Speed Swing," model 4141 B 

2 Manufactüret Pettibone, Chicago 

3. .1es representative N. P. Frazzini, Hayiard (415) 489-2100 

4. Ca.bi1ities 1800 boom, 8,000-lb lift, on/off track, 
4-wheel steer/drive 

5. Usage 

6. Power rating 122 hp diesel GMC 

7. Power transmission Torque converter, £-speed tnnsmissioti 

8. ner consumption Unknowh 

9. *irnurn speed Unknown 

10. Braking equiprrnt 4-wheel, air over hydraulic 

11. Weight 23,000 lb 

12. Size (i x w x h) Approxinately 17'G" x 8'2" x 8'S" 

13. Estinated life 20 years 

14. stinated naintenance Factory overhaul, $65,277 

15. Bstirrnted cost (1982) $101,500 w/coupler, cth]rtic converter, hi-rail 
16. Delivery 30 days 

17. Accessories/cost Heater and air conditioning $1,300 
Clamshell 7,500 

ckfil1er blade 4,800 
Switch broom 7,700 
Rail threader i,600 
Winch 6,700 
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Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEETS 

BASIC DATA SHEET No.. 11: RAIL CAR MOVER 

C 

. 

1. Vehicle 

2. nufacturer 

3. tes representative 

14 Cabi1ities 

5. Usage 

6. Paver rating 

7. Paver transmission 

8. Enert consumption 

9. Waxirnun speed 

10. Braking equiprnt 

11. Weight 

12. Size (1 x w x h) 

13.. Estinated life 

114. Estirated maintenance 

15.. Estimated cost (1982) 

16. Delivery 

17. Accessories 

Itil car mover, model 250 

Pettibone 

N. P1 Frazzini, Hayard (1415) 489-2700 

Hi-rail, yard moves 

Unkn own 

118 hp, Detroit diesel 4-53N, 11,000-lb drawbar pull 
on rail, 25,000-lb pull on tires 

Torque converter, 14-wheel drive/steer 

Unkn own 

23 mph on rail 

14-.wheel, air over bydraulia 

36,000 lb 

19' x 9'4'-' x 9'll" 

15 years 

Operating and maintenance, $6,610/year 

$82,472 v/hi-rail and sanders 

Unkn own 
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Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEETS 

BASIC DATA SHEET No. 12: EEEAILING EQUIPMENT 

1. Vehicle type Rerailing equipment, hydraulic 

2. tnufacturer Simplex 

3. les representative Simkins Compaw, Los Angeles (213) 7514-2956 

14 Cajtbilities Jack derailed vehicle, carry in hi-tail vehicle 
(pickup truck) 

5. Usage ttrr' railroads 

6. Power rating 135 ton, 17" lift 

7. Power transmission .so1ine-powered pump 

8. Enerr consumption Unknown 

9. ltxinüm speed NA 

10. Braking equipment NA 

11. Weight NA 

12. Size (i * x Ii) NA 

13.. Estited life 15 years 

11'. Estinated unintenance NA 

1-5. Estinated cost (1982) $20,000 

i6. Delivery Unknown 

17. Accessories NA 

, 
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Appendix C 

BASIC DATA SHEETS 

BASIC DATA SHEET No. 13: TUflNEL VACUUM 

1. Vehicle rpe Tunnel vacuum 

2. $hnufcturer Vac-Ail 

3. 1es representite Simpkiñs Cot, Los Mgeles (213) 7511_2956 

ii. Ca,bilities Vacuun tunnel and roadbed, mounted on hi-rail 
vehicle, i6 cubic yard caacity 

5. Usage EARl' (modified with sh equipuent) 

6. Power rating 12,000 cfm blower, 175 mph air speed 

7. Power transmission Diesel auAiliary engine 

8. Enetr consUmption Unknown 

ltximum speed NA a 
10. Braking eIuiptpt NA 

11. Weight Unknown 

12. Size (3. x w x h) Unknown 

13. Estinatéd life 15 years 

1. Estinated .intenance $800/year 

15. Estinted cost (1982) $110,000 

16. DeliVery Unknwn 

17. Accessories Catalytic exhaust 
Sweeping brooms 
Power flush 
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Appendix D 

EQUIPMENT. COST SUMMARY 

Vehicle/Equipment 
Capital 

Cost 

*Estimted 

Annual 0 &. M 
Cost 

Total 
Annual. 

Cost 

1. Locctnot.ive/Anbel DL-700 (50 ton) 500,OQO 14,000 6,64o 

2. Locotive/P1ituth CR-8 (50 ton) 10O,0O0 14,000 53,310 

.3. Locanotive/Plyuth JTDW (25 ton) 160,000 3000 22,725 

14. Locomotive/GE model R77 576,500 3,000 24,070 
(diesel electric) 

5. Work ear, self-propelled, electric 1,500,000 1,850 186,770 

per MBTA spec. (Maxson bid) 

6. Work ear, self-propelled, electric 650,000 1,850 81980 
modified transit car (IcE estinate). 

t. Work vehic1e diesel/Plasser PMC 30 200,000 3,000 27,655 
(20 ton) 

8. Work vehicle, diesel/Plasser PMC 10 100,000. 2,000 20,1490 

9. Crane, low-profile/Pettibone 175,000 ** 21,575 
140 LR-SC (14oöoo Ib) 

.10. Crane, inultipurpose/Pettibone 41413 107,500 41* 19,880 
Speed Swing 

11. .il ear mover/Pettlbone 250 82,500 6,610 26,950 

12. Rerailing equipment, hydraulic, 20,000 ** 4,930 

Simplex 

13. Tunnel vacuum, hi-rail iUnted 110,000 800 114,360 

4Esti.,ted operating and oaintenañce costs include fuel, equint 
nnintenance, and nainténance labor. 

**Qp$jjg 
and naintenance costs depend on usage which cannot be estinuted 

at this time. 
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TELECON REPORT 
,ssn 

ENGINEERS 

DATE /- R82 JOB NO ROUTING 

CALL TO-)- fCrec.s 

CALL FROM- ce&to &(&(Ci p 

CL)aLYe.ts 5eq/r' 
(3,5) 437-a547 

SUBJECT 

fevo I co,2y,djIc avo(' 

Iffr1((e/ccl, 1J .60? -.604 /MCL g. 
IJ&-i vJ(effc.Jcc tOOYOSce$ 

(A444 ahO<C $e2A 

ér,/.J41 
V 

- &0C1e4 hu rg'e' vc 

J, CLf e 

ACTION REQUIRED - 



TELECON REPORT 
Aisa'n 
ENGINES_s 

DATE tJWC io c3a JOB NO ROUTING 

CALL TO - /ranc 
(3";) 137- á7/ 

CALL FROM 

SUBJECTr 

,$r ep'ornd 7C (,,Ksd1Jrt. DsvJ 
ar i7%o/Ioor c .nC,'tJI4r. R drip 

beve g/ 'tO Øüä a//eat 31;6crec) 

wh;C .dtI4e o(4 citoo'-z'4eepcui. 
4vncdc W/1fl))i oun jet 9e0.4. ,aia1 (ogea'Z c& a, carc IC) 

4Uefadte yak 
/ 

7r /MC?1 tia $404ei 

_____ /(ar. 

ie %64 c. JiL J 

afr k a4e - iLl tJec 
aJfd iii 

ACTION REQUIRED 



telecon report 
i Raymond 
Icaiser Engineers 

date: ,o job no: aitcz routing: 

caD to:Thcc'1 

call frorn:TAPf4Coy 
5pivi 

(703) i1a-cee 

subject: :'tg; - 

UñvPWR $?!46 ;/6cpe fl((4 

bm*k ef &° kec/ I - mi 7( &doJ 

upc 73AT 0 

flh, 

action requited: 

. 



TELECON REPORT 
ICAISER EfleiflEtag 

DATE 4:4 u e.joa NO IOfl. ROUTING 

CALL TO - - 

CALL FROM -)si. 
II 

SUBJECT. /131? aa- SR /- 
a,t'e iV4 '-J) irce((yrye11;'éóMd 

- SI. 

thif - flor, 
%, /5M 

óW err peie4 jry6dlli.7 $(s'ff 
o%: 1s'eekç - 

c0 LU ,Oyei ' a&J z c/V,-ad g4fc&z(. ' 

ACTION REQUIRED 

/ 



TELECON REPORT 
KAISER 
ENGINEERS 

DATE 14&é / JOB _________ROUTING 

CALL TO - '7èav (&t'? cc. 
(gay) 794'.9/Q 

- 
CALL FROM 

SU8JECT 

41,, ,4d lAs' 
(44 /retm 

m4sSc'c rncA4 

ACTION REQUIRED- 

- 

, 74c h,;9 

ri' 
£4 k'/6 St 



flaIsEn 
TELECON REPORT ENGINEERS 

DATE /6 &1 /?- JOB NO _ 
e( S?L ROUTING 

CALL TO - 73,9er 

(,)4c4ioo ekr-53 

CALLFROMbI*LS 

SUBJECT /u.itC CJe4wi 

39t 4a4 'C( &c//yàcuuL44 UM* Ott 

: 64# n,( cVpfQR /2 -tz"1 ills 

o79ojaL (mziec ta.ak' c.f4ed 'C ( //ai 

&ir 'r ,4iI;ecruvc U)a9'v i kA&t tIonA 
UkutCcrkcCC)ta eto)fm%.o A- 

(I, 

°°-" qoaá7 7Cc;ioe1 ' 

ál cqcL:(ntw%J o 60.frZ ae/&' - 

ACTION REQUIRED 

, 



TELECON REPORT 
ICA Inca 
SflG!flEfg 

DATE -( (? JOB NO 4((cz POUTING 

CALL TO ?(acrr 4*e4t;cekt 

froq-) -43-3qzc, 

CALL FPOM-Th. 

SUBJECT- 

/%'o4Id4 41 costi'iY, o&(P6ccer66cj&.ci a 

/0kca%ec d90 Voeuc.._ -4oeuo 

55M III 

lieu vdI9 ca e lai' P,ttiC.c) 

5pecc ?frec 6uilC le '1O$evc flk4f"d tZtia.& 

ACTION REQUIRED- 



. 

telecon report 

date /'IrSt t& job no: 

call to:. 
- 

call trom:h 

i Raymcnj 
Kaiser Engineers 

routing.: 

subject: J4/kYevq,':c 

/0 /co (kte dcer (Lth:,c Q'(cct. 

2. Jyuk;L iL A;vo( Yak. !Jct V(d 

Y , <7&ck ègq cac 4 Sj7err7 . £'c? &i16c, - 

1 t?;(rsh;% 4 aa'o.,z,n7C a(I45evo . 64/Cc (ç9wrr'. 

5' /taen/ 4j A - crnYL. - Pc 

aff oe 6 1 

action required: 



t-Je.. -c_I CCC cC3j- Jr? ; 
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-c7 ;\/ 'C/ 
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'-L ) :'''_4 

2C ..j, 
a-'.) 

-I 

:-ycj II&fl4 ,y 

*'1t107C7 2-777Q' A-'c, Cy 
- A 74 J- 7-')t. i '- -<- / 
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- 7/_ 
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Internal Quotation - Original 

NOTICE 

This quotation is subject to our Standard Conditions of Sale andto our approval as 

to quantity (unless specified). It expires thirty days from its date End in the 
meantime is subject to change upon notice - Shipping dates are approximate and 
subject to change by reason of factory conditions.. - The quotation and promJsè 

sheet must be noted on requisitiãn. 

June 14, 1982 

S.B. Dunham, Jr. 

General Electric Company 
55 Hawthorne St. 
San Francisco, California 94105 

Dear San,: 

Quotation No. KD21656 

Promise Sheet No. 

PA deMainténon, 42-4 
GW Jacobs, 14-4 

G. Gélub, 12-2 

Subject Diesel Electric Switching Locomotive 
Kaiser Engineers Inc. 
Bermuda Building 
3rd Floor 
Oakland., California 94623 

We are. pleased to submit this bid for a 50-ton diesel electric switching locomotive 
for work train application as requested by Kaiser Engineers, Inc. The locomotive 
proposed will be identical to hose to be built for NYCTA q.n their Contract R-77, 
except for the paint scheme. The locOmotive. Is described in the enclosed G.E. Spec- 
i.fication RY-24910A, which in turn describes the technical requirements outlined in 
the R-77 Contract. Any agreed upon changes that may develop during the course of 
the R-77 Contract with NYCTA will be applied to all locomotives and Kaiser would be 
so informed. 

By combinin.g the one (1) locomotive for Kaiser with the 25 for P1YCTA on the same 
production order, the economy of mass production can be realized. This quotation is 

submitted based on a continous production flow of identical locomotives, except for 
paint scheme. 

Price 

Total price, 50-ton locomotive pe.r Specification RY-24910A 

$576,464 each net. 

Price is net f.o.b., Erie, Pa., no freight allowed, and subject to 
escalation in accordance with ISD Clause 5, attached, from base to date 
of March, 1982 until shipment. Title will pass at. the factory.. 

Payment 

tSB4nl (10-al) 

A down payment of 25% of total price is rquied at time of placement of 
order. The remaining 75% is due on receipt of invoice. 



GE.NERALØELE:CIHIC QUOTATION MO. K02-1656 

Ter. and Conditions 

General Electric Standard Terms and Conditions, per the attached, will 
apply. Warranty is extended as noted following. 

Warranty 

Warranty on 
placement in 
The warranty 
are enclosed 

the total locomotive will be extended to 2 years from date of 
service or 25 months from date of shipment, whichever is soones 
provisions and application of the service and warranty policy 
with this qUotation. 

Service. Engineering 

Three full days of field service engineering are provided at no charge to 
the customer. The service engineer will supervise customer'.s labor to 
prepare the locomotive for service and to Instruct operators and mechanics 
in the, proper operation and the maintenance of te locomotive. Additional 
supervision can be provided at standard GE Instaltati.on..and Service Engineer 
Ing rates. 

Shipment 

Shipment of the locomotive front the factory can be made in October 1983 

subject. to receipt of purchase order by June 30, 1982. Shipping method 
is to be determined by General Electric. The locomotive will be shipped 
fully assembled either on a Railroad flatcar or on it's own wheels. If 
shipped on it's own wheels, the traction motor pinions will be. removed to 
prevent motor damage in transit. In either case, fuel oil, engine and 
compressor lube oii'and engine coolant will be removed prior the shipment. 
It will be the customer's responsibility to provide these running supplies 
at destination. 

General 

A sample. locomotive will be built for NYCTA and will be fuily inspected 
by NYCrA. All other production locomotives will be built like the sample 
and with any agreed upon change resulting from final sample inspection. 
The one (1) locomotive for Kaiserwill be. part of the "production" run... 

Inspection 

Kaiser inspector(s. is welcome at the factory to observe the progress of 
the locomotive... Inspection Is limited to the completed locomotive. Test 
records of engine, motors, gear boxes., generator and total locomotive will 
be provided. 

General Electric trusts that this' bid will be carefully considered and 
would welcome your valued order. 

ctivêly, 

. Alt 
Sinclair 

Sr. Sales & Application Engineer 
Bldg. 14-4, (814) 8754615 

mp 
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ENGINEERS 
KAISER ENGINEES, INC - 
425S01.TTH MAIN STREET -I.' ; 
SIhFLOOR 
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 913 2 

June 4, 1982 TELEPI1ONE 12133 9724033 l'- &/ I 

Pile: 81152-408 
WBS: 14CAE13 A/2439 

MEMO TO: W. J. Rhine - 

FROM; P. M. Burgess 

SUBJECT: Auxiliary Vehicle Alternative - 
Lease vs Own Rail Grinding Equipment 

The following Railroad and Rental agencies were contacted 
regatding renting or leasing their rail grinding equipment, 
with or without their crews. 

o Santa Fe Railroad 
Mr. c. W. Groh 
Mr. Hap Luttrelie 

(213) 267-5567 

o Union Pacific Railway 
(800) 372-6530 

o Southern Pacific 
(213) 437-0639 

o Equipment Rental 
A±itona 

(505) 247-0741 
ext. 232 

Not one of the above is willing to rent or lease their equipment 
for one or more of the following reasons: 

o Theit equipEent is old an in need of frequent repairs, 
which they do themselves, but could not expect a rentor 
or leasee to repair and maintain. 

o only 36 miles of track wOuld mean that the equipment 
would be needed for very short periods of time. They 
view the rental possibilities as bothersome interrupt:ions. 

A MAYMONO INYENATIONAL COMPANY 



June 4, 1982 Page 2 

Auxiliary Vehicle Alternative- 
Lease vs Own Rail. Gtinding Zquipment 

a Some do notlease, or rent their equiprnentas.a 
matter of policy. 

Although it is poEsible tO obtaip leasing costs from 
Contractor's Equipment Leasing Manuals, the lease 
alternative does not appear to be feasible because of 
availability. Therefo±e we recommend dropping this 
alternative f rpm the WES 14CAE13 analysis. 
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Appendix F 

CALC ULAT IONS 

37 
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ENERGENCY PUMPING ANALYSIS 
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telecon report 

date: 

call to: ,tE,C-' ,21$H 
T5000y 

call from: 

job no: 

-A-Lt/S- $14 
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Kaiser Engineers 

routing 
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action required': 



telecon report 

date: job no: 

call to: 400D,nt -r' fro o 
d &:7a-ez /c* 

call from: 

Raymond 
Kaiser Engineers 

r 0 u tin g 

subject: 4-Z',X/_/'17ZY L-E7-//c4-e9 $4Jfl*EidC /rotzr fty/; 

p, a.tpAcvry _t7 5cc1 77W 
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AXIALLY-SPLIT PUMPS 

with Mechanical Seals or Packing CP3h 
Pcg. 302 A 9000 serIes SInglstage DoubI8SuctI,n Pumps 

Key No's 11,12 and 73 
O'MJfl Steel Dr 

NOZZLES® 

CLOCKWISE COLJP4TERCLOcIcWISE 

ROtKTION VIEWED FROM COUPLING END 

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES 

DIMENSIONS OETERMINEW BY PUMP I 

KEYNOS #qJMPS1ZESJCt. DISCH. OE S ZVH W X YY 
'71 ® loxGxz2 10 6 20.7 10012.00 14.90 28.25 19.00 20.00. 

72 ® 12x8x22 12 9, 20.7 ¶2.00. ¶2.00 15.25 28.25 21.00 21.00 
73 I4XIOXZO 14 10 2300 13.00 .13.00 14.75 30.50 19:00 21.00 

DIMENSIONS DETERMINED BY MOTOR 

KEYNOS. 71 72 73 

MOTOR 
FRAME C MO 

tOX6X 14X10X20 
HO 

2867$ 248 7.8 I 25.12 I 25.12 
92475 26.2 0.6 I 25.12 I 25.12 
32675 27:8 86 .1.. 5.12 I 25.12 'I 27.25 
36475 28.8 9.2 I 25:12 I 25.12 II 27.25 
36575 29.8 9.2 I 25.12 I 25.12 SI 27.25 
.40475 33.4 10.4 II 28:12 II 25.12 .11. 27.25 
40575 34:9 10.4 IL 25.12 II 25:12 ii V.25 
44475 30.5 11.8 II 25.12 II 25.12 .11. 27.25 
445Th 40:5 tI0 II 25.12 II 25.12 II 27.25 
44775 44 11.8 II 25.12 II 25.12 III 27:25 
503U5 36.0 14:0 iF 25.12 II 25.12 II 27:25 

SOSUU? *1:8 1&( U 23.12 II 25.12 III 27:25 
SOSUS 43.8 14.0 III. 25.12 ill 25.12 III 27.25 
SO7US 47.8 14.0 III 25.12 III 25.t2 III 27.25 
586U5 49.0 20.0 IV. 25.12 IV 26.12 IV 27.21 
587US 52.0 20.0 IV 25.12 IV 25.t2 
SeOUS 58.0 ao:o IV 25.12 IV 25.12 

Cfl Pot: 

CON 

PUMP 
DATA 

ID. 
Cun, ND. 

'eAsE. DIMENS!ONS 

HA. .HB HE HF HF1 

I 30.0 72.0 11.82 68.0 34.0 
II 50.0 83.0 11.62 50.0 40.0 
III 34.0 93.0 13.62 88.0 44.0. 
IV 39.0 t.0' 16.12 97.0 48.5 

0I I 

( 
NOTES 

I. UNCt MUST GE LEVELED, SET AND RO5J AUGNED 
ACCOADIG ID INSTRUGTI OtIS PRIOR TO GROUTING. 

2. BASE MUST BE COMPLETELY FILLED WITH AN 
APPROVED GROUT AND ALLOWED TO SET GEflRE PIPING. 

3. CUST3CR TO SHIM UNDER MOT WHEN ALIGNING 
CIJJPLING. ALIGNING MUST BE DOIIE AFTER GROUTING 

imé IN PlACE AND BEFORE CONNECTING PIPING. ALISH. 
MENT SHOULD BE RECHECKED AFTER UNIT IS ASSEMELED .4 

AND PIPING INSTALLED. 

4. BOTH SLCTTON AND DISCHARGE PIPES MUST BE 
SUPPORTED INDEPENDENTLY NEAR THE PUMP TO RE- 
DICE STRAIN ON ii! PUMP CASING. ALSO EXPANSION 

: 
4 

JOINTS, IF USED, MUST NOT EXERT FORCE CASING. 

5. HOLES IN SUCTION AND DISDIARGE FI.ANS 
5TRADDU CENTERLINE. 

C) AU.. DIMENSIONS ARE MAXIMUM FOR GIVEN 
ALA. IS OtALJS MOTOR FRAMES. 

FLANGE! Ant laS. pp SUCTION 
nON PP DISCHARGE. 

9 
ICAnON PURPOSES UNLESS CERTiFIED I 

I 
GPM Niid [ Rotation PJflQfl I. 

I cw I 

3 160110 

ovollóble as 

Mth. 

C.rIths For 

to' 

PUMP 
DATA 

MOOR 
DATA 

Sr 
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SCRTD METRO RAIL SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA 
// VOLUME V, SECTION 6 - AUXILIARY VEHICLES 

SF. The vehicle rerailing apparatus shall be contained in a 
steel box with a hinged cover. Eyebolts shall be 
provided on the box to facilitate its lifting out of a 
flat car. 

G. The control of the vehicle movement along tle traverse 
bean and the control of the outrigger cylinders shall 
be from a central point at least 20 feet from the 
vehicle. Thi.s control shall be capable of being 
accompl.ishe.d by a sin4le person. 

V-.lO EMERGENCY PUMP APPARATUS 

A. Auxiliary pumping apparatus shall be provided to 
augment the capaity of the tunnel sump pumps during 
emergencies and in cases when the combined action of 
the installed sump pumps is not sufficient to evacuate 
water at the requited rate. 

B. The auxiliary Pumping apparatus shall be t.ra.nspprted on 
an auxiliary vehicle. The iparatus shari-be 

able to function from on board the vehicle and shall be 
able to be unloaded from the vehicle and function on 
Si t e 

._..The auxiliary pumping apparatus shall be capable of 
;-"-'- pumpingwa,az_Fnm e deepest point in the tunnel 

- 

system tLthe surface) at a rate of 500 gallons per 
minute. tI7Wappets shall be capable of functioning 
unattended, once started, and shall be able to function 
at maximum capacity for a period of four hours without 
refueling. 

0. The p4mp shall be self-priming, and the impeller 
designed to accommodate solid of up to2inches in 
diameter. Minimum suction lift shall be 10 feet.. The 
prime mover shall be an internal ôosnbUEtion engine 
propelled by either diesel fuel, or gasoline. Diesel 
shall be the preferred fuel due to its non-volatile 
chatacteristics. The engine shall be equipped with a 
battery operated electric starter. 

E. The apparatus shall be equipped with sufficient length 
of discharge hose to reach the suIface from the deepest 
point in the tunnel system. As water accumulation is 
likely to occUr at points served by sump pumps, the 
discharge hose shall. be capable of being conneóted to 
the discharge system of the sump pumps. 

11-30-82 
S/S-5.2 v-S-i7 


